
-we take our stage out in space- 
 
-where Lance Bass has always wanted to go- 
 
-and where Rebecca Cerridwyn desperately wants to escape- 
 
Jordyn: Bass report -she walks into the main room 
 
Lance; Everything's normal captain. 
 
-if you must know this Jordyn has short and spiky hair in the back and bangs 
covering her eyes partly. Her hair is black with white high lights in the bangs- 
 
Jordyn: Beck you second that? 
 
Becca; yes captain. 
 
-she walks around and stares out into space at the plant they are approaching- 
 
Becca; Captain. We're approaching fast. Do we land? 
 
Jordyn; very good. yes land 
 
Becca; Rodger. KIRKPATRICK! quit dozing off and get this ship ready for 
landing! 
 
Chris: sorry sir, i mean ma'am! -he wakes up and start to get to work- 



 
Inner Becca: Ugh. Newbies. he's been here for at least three earth months and 
yet he still acts like a student. 
 
Jordyn: Bass! 
 
Lance; Yes captain? 
 
Jordyn: get a land crew ready i want one body guard with us and three other 
crew members. you and I are going too. beck you are in charge until we get back 
 
Becca; Rodger that. 
 
Lance: -presses button- Richardson, you're needed on the bridge. 
 
Kevin: Rodger. Anyone else? 
 
Lance: McLean, Carter, and Chasez. I want you all up on the bridge now. 
 
Kevin: Yes sir. 
 
-the guys show up- 
 
-Jordyn goes and opens her little storage place in her chair, pulling out her gun- 
 
Jordyn: men we are going to check out this planet and see what inhabits it 
 



Guys: yes ma'am 
 
Kevin; ma'am do you think we should bring extra supplies? We know nothing 
about this planet. 
 
Jordyn: Kirkpatrick does this planet have oxygen? 
 
Chris: yes ma'am. its appears to have vegetation 
 
Jordyn: yes so guns and communicators at all time 
 
Kevin: Alright. 
 
AJ: yes ma'am -he likes using the communicators- 
 
Jc:Uh huh. 
 
-Nick smiles- 
 
-Jordyn and Nick were siblings, but despite Jordyn being younger then him by a 
year she was commander over him- 
 
Nick; So sis how long do you think this little trip will last? 
 
Jordyn: at least your not calling me baby 
 
Lance; Carter you are to address Captain Glenn as Captain or Ma'am. To answer 



your question we don't know how long this will last. 
 
Jordyn: we will probably be here over night unless something happens or we 
find something 
 
Nick: Okay. Cool your jets Bass. 
 
Jordyn: calm down Bass he is my brother -she pats his shoulder- 
 
Jordyn: alright lets roll out crew. Beck keep this ship in check 
 
Lance; But captain relations aside you are his superior. 
 
Becca: Aye aye. 
 
Jordyn: he is older than me bass. he is family and i wish for him to call me 
Jordyn and sometimes sis. i hate being called baby 
 
Lance: Very well. Now lets roll out. -he gets on the pad to be beamed down- 
Kirkpatrick we're ready when you are. 
 
-Jordyn climbs on and puts her hands behind her back- 
 
Chris: ready sir! 
 
Jordyn: beam us now 
 



-they are beamed down- 
 
Jordyn: alright we split up. Aj and Nick you go north, Kevin and Jc you go east, 
me and Bass will go west. South is all water apparently 
 
Kevin: yes ma'am. Alright Jayce lets go. 
 
Jordyn : roll out men. oh and Chasez get a sample of the water along your way 
 
Jc: Yes captain. 
 
-they head out- 
 
Lance; This planet looks deserted so far. 
 
Jordyn: who knows who will show up 
 
Lance: or what. Either way I'm sleeping with one eye open tonight. 
 
-Jordyn smiles and enjoys looking around at the vegetation- 
 
Jordyn: its like the amazon back home 
 
Lance; I was born on a colony in a different part of the galaxy. I don't know 
much about earth. 
 
Jordyn: your still human 



 
Lance; True. 
 
Jordyn: earth is a very wonderful place. so much nature to enjoy, and a lot of 
cities crammed with people. i grew up in what we call the country 
 
Jordyn: a lot of grass and trees and animals roaming around owned by farmers. 
my family owned a horse farm 
 
Lance; Rural habitat with sparse population. My home was all rock.  
 
Jordyn: you would love earth. so many traditions and different cultures around 
every corner 
 
Lance; I'm not so sure about that. I'm told that I'm like the ancestor I was 
named for. He spent his whole life trying to get off the planet. 
 
Jordyn; some people didn't like it there, some did. i just wanted to see different 
worlds 
 
Jordyn; and there i was able to love 
 
Lance; I joined this to make a name for myself. And i plan to do just that. 
 
Jordyn: I'm sure you... hold it! -Jordyn pulls out her gun. a woman pokes her 
head out from behind a tree- 
 



Lance; We mean no harm. We are here to explore your planet. 
 
-the woman steps out from behind the tree and she is completely nude- 
 
Jordyn: a nudest planet? 
 
-the woman smiles and nods- 
 
Woman: what is that on your body? 
 
Lance; Clothes. It's part of our culture. 
 
Jordyn: we wear it to keep warm and to hide thing we wish for others not to see 
 
Woman: strange. are you hungry? i was out gathering food. i saw you and i got 
frightened 
 
Jordyn; we aren't here to attack you. we just want to learn more 
 
Woman: then what is with that? -points at the gun- people came here once and 
had those hurting us 
 
Jordyn: i just -she puts it away- just in case something here was to hurt us, but 
you won't I'm sure 
 
Lance; It's merely a precaution. We know nothing about this planet and we were 
unsure of what to expect. 



 
-Lance is staring at the ground- 
 
Jordyn: so take us to your home. we would love to learn more about your 
culture 
 
-she smiles and walks off. they follow- 
 
Lance: Captain should I call the others? 
 
Jordyn: yes call them and tell them to meet us 
 
Jordyn: Mr. Bass you seem flushed 
 
Lance: Pardon me captain but I am a heterosexual male and you must admit 
that she is quite attractive. 
 
-Lance pulls out his communicator and calls the others- 
 
Jordyn: on earth this is every guys dream to see woman walk around naked. we 
woman on our planet call those men who think that 'perverts' -Jordyn chuckles 
and the other arrive shortly- 
 
Jc: what did you... oh baby 
 
Kevin; Wow. 
 



-Jc looks at the woman in front of them who had stopped to gather food- 
 
Lance; It would appear that in this culture that these people have no use for 
clothing. Please men try to contain yourselves. 
 
Jordyn; men i tell you this now - do not touch any woman here. do not stare too 
much and just act like they are wearing something 
 
Nick: Easier said than done sis. 
 
-they reach the camp and Jordyn see the men of the colony- 
 
Jordyn; dude those dicks are nice! 
 
Jc: Hypocrite. 
 
-Jordyn clears her throat and smiles- 
 
Jordyn: i had to get it out of my system 
 
-they go into the town and the woman takes them to their leader- 
 
-a man and woman- 
 
Man: hello there. welcome to our planet. 
 
Jordyn: we come in peace. we are here simply to learn about your culture. we 



don't want to hurt you 
 
Lance; Are you the only inhabitants? 
 
Woman: yes we have colonies all over 
 
Man: do you plan to stay long? 
 
Jordyn; yes. till morning 
 
Woman: when the sun rises again? 
 
-Jordyn nods- 
 
Lance: Just long enough so that we can gather some plant and animal 
specimens. 
 
Men: you can stay as long as you like, we just ask that you follow our culture 
and....... -he motions around them at the naked people- 
 
Jordyn; oh 
 
Lance: We understand. 
 
Jc; Um... 
 
Jordyn: alright we will do it. but do you have a place where we can stay so we 



can store everything we've gathered? 
 
Woman: yes right this way 
 
-she leads them down the road- 
 
Jc: ma'am are you sure this is a good idea? 
 
Jordyn: as long as your dicks don't have plans of their own we should be fine 
 
Lance: We must respect these people Chasez. 
 
Kevin: Just think of it as a chance to show off. 
 
Woman: here is where you will be staying 
 
-she motions to a very nice house built of out wood- 
 
Jordyn: thank you 
 
-the woman bows and Kevin holds in a groan. she leaves- 
 
Kevin; I'm gonna need to jerk off before going back out. 
 
Lance; That will be enough out of you Richardson. 
 
Jordyn: alright men you know your assignments. Jc learn about there medicine, 



if any. Aj check out the vegetation and water. Nick the animals 
 
Nick: Got it sis. 
 
Jordyn: Kevin you go out and learn about the woman and men roll in this place 
 
Kevin; Okay. 
 
Jordyn: well i think me and Bass should as well. good luck and keep your 
communicators with you 
 
-Jordyn goes into a corner and takes off her shoes- 
 
Kevin: yes Ma'am. 
 
-the other guys strip down leaving their clothes in piles.- 
 
-Lance neatly folds his- 
 
-Jordyn folds hers as well and turns around finding Lance staring at her- 
 
Jordyn: yes Mr. Bass? 
 
Lance; Pardon me Captain. -looks away trying not to blush- 
 
AJ: So I guess we need to hold back any urges we have? 
 



Jordyn: i think its best you all hold back. if need be, me and Mr. Bass will figure 
out those things on our own. 
 
AJ: Okay. 
 
-AJ leaves along with the others- 
 
-they go exploring- 
 
-Lance and Jordyn walk through the city- 
 
Lance; They seem to be very advanced. 
 
Jordyn: they are. They are like people on earth, the smart ones of us, only they 
just don't have a since of modesty 
 
Jordyn: it is their culture 
 
Lance; But given the climate they live in clothes are probably not really needed. 
 
Jordyn: true 
 
-later that evening- 
 
-they are invited into the home of a man and a woman, very young who are 
brother and sister- 
 



Woman: hello there. my name is Heather 
 
Jordyn; nice to meet you. my name is Jordyn 
 
Lance: I am Lance. 
 
Man; and i am John. 
 
Jordyn: nice to meet you 
 
Heather; Pleased to meet you. please make yourselves at home. 
 
-Jordyn nods and sits down crossing her legs. Heather looks at her funny- 
 
Heather: Why do you sit like that? 
 
Jordyn: habit i guess. 
 
John; no one ever sits like that. it doesn't look fun 
 
Jordyn: its not really 
 
-Jordyn lets her leg drop to the floor- 
 
Heather: I see. Well food will be on soon. the days are long here and so are the 
nights so take your time eating. 
 



-Jordyn smiles and they begin eating. later John and Lance go into another 
room and Jordyn stays to talk with Heather- 
 
Jordyn: Heather may i ask you something? 
 
Heather: Of course. 
 
Jordyn: i don't live here, i am from a different world. do you know the term 
love? 
 
Heather: I think so. We know of it. Or at least we know it only with a different 
name. 
 
Jordyn; i figured that. so what do you guys do when you fall in love? what is 
your culture in that area 
 
Heather: well often a couple who 'falls in love' will often stay together. and if 
after a time they are still in love they will build their own home and move out of 
their families home. Of course they need to know some sort of useful skill to 
support themselves before they can do that but you get the idea. 
 
Jordyn: what about sex? 
 
Jordyn; or having children 
 
Heather: We don't really have rules about it. but we believe that it's something 
that must be done willingly and with the utmost respect. In this world rape is a 



crime punishable by death. As for children they are just a normal thing. If a 
couple wants them thats up to them. 
 
Jordyn: sounds like earth in simple terms 
 
-Jordyn smiles- 
 
Jordyn; are you in love Heather? 
 
Heather: I know nothing about this earth but it sounds like a strange place. 
though I have no room to talk since my peoples ways must seem very strange to 
you. As for whether or not I am in love...I'm uncertain of that. I think I may be. 
 
Jordyn: your very lucky you can act on it. you see, because of what i do for a 
living i am not allowed to be in a relationship like that 
 
Heather: Why? 
 
Jordyn: I'm not sure. rules just say its not a good idea and can lead to bad 
things. It is just out there that we don't do it. this is a very long mission, 
extremely long many many many years and i cannot love. i love my crew like 
family, and have a brother that works with me. but i can't find love like you. you 
are lucky heather 
 
Heather: yes. I am. And you are too. You have the ability  to see everything 
there is out there. Me I'm stuck here on my planet. Don't worry. You'll find love. 
 



Jordyn: and someday you'll be able to leave and check out new worlds too 
 
-meanwhile in the other room- 
 
Lance; So tell me about this world John. 
 
John: its a nice world. we have food and water and animals to play with and eat. 
the people here are kind and livable. but some are evil and do horrible things 
like rape and killing of another human. and sometimes we don't treat each other 
right or the nature. then we are sentenced to lock down, chained to a tree for 
however long. we are feed only once a day 
 
John: i am going to be asking the woman i love if she is ready to go onto the 
next step in our relationship 
 
Lance; Really. What is that? 
 
John: I'm going to ask her if she wants to be with me forever. if she says yes we 
will build a house and move in together. and i wish to have children with her. we 
haven't had any so far 
 
Lance: I see. Do your people have any sort of celebrations for such occasions? 
 
John: yes we call it a wedding when the final days comes to move into that 
house together. we move in and have a large celebration in the field not to far 
from here. A lot of times we set it up around many couples getting together in 
such ways. it is marvelous 



 
Lance; I see. What are the traditional gender roles of your people here? 
 
John: men and woman choose their roles, but mostly the woman is the one who 
gives birth and raises the children while the man goes out to find food for the 
day. then they both work together to fix the meal and eat it then we all sit 
around having family time which can be anything. then we sleep 
 
Lance: Ah. Thank you for your hospitality. 
 
John: it was nice to meet you Lance. you and your love are welcome here 
anytime 
 
Lance; I'm sorry? 
 
John: Jordyn is your love is she not? 
 
Lance: No. The captain is my commander. Though i will admit I am physically 
attracted to her protocol states that relationships among crew members are 
prohibited. 
 
John: i am sorry i did not know. if you are just physically attracted to her then 
why don't you just make babies with her? only without the baby part? what is 
the word you use... ah have sex! 
 
Lance: Again protocol. I do greatly admire her but I do not wish to lose my job. 
 



John: i understand. well shall we have desert? 
 
-they walk out and Heather and Jordyn stand- 
 
Heather: Hello brother. 
 
John: Sister. 
 
John do sit i will get desert 
 
Lance: yes. -sits- 
 
-Jordyn sits back down. Lance is sitting across from her and trying not to stare- 
 
Inner Lance: It's hard enough trying to avert my eyes when she's fully clothed. 
 
-John brings desert and they eat. Lance and Jordyn say good bye and leave- 
 
Lance: They are good people. 
 
Jordyn: very good food i must say. extremely healthy diet for them too 
 
Lance: They don't have the ingredients to make all the junk food that our worlds 
have. And yet that honey pastry was quite tasty. 
 
Jordyn: may i ask you something personal Mr. Bass? 
 



Lance; I am at your disposal captain. 
 
Jordyn: what is your view on breaking rules when you know you won't be 
caught? 
 
Lance: Rules are there for a reason. And while they may be inconvenient they 
are to be upheld. 
 
Inner Lance; And yet I'm not convinced of this myself. 
 
Jordyn: so when a rule is stopping you from doing something you know is right 
would you break it? 
 
Lance; If it meant saving a mission then perhaps I would bend the rules. 
 
Lance; As higher ranking crew members, we need to set an example for the rest 
of the crew. 
 
Jordyn: what if it was for your own personal benefit? 
 
Lance; It would be selfish of me. I might not want to follow the rules but unless 
it was for the good of the whole crew I do not think I would break the rules. 
 
Jordyn: you have strong morals Mr. Bass and I'm impressed -she smiles and 
walks off to explore more- 
 
Lance; Thank you captain. 



 
-that night they all return- 
 
Lance: Your report? 
 
Kevin; plenty of things to research on the ship. 
 
-Jordyn sits down crossing her legs. it was dark but the only person who could 
actually see between her legs was poor Mr. Bass- 
 
Nick: Lots of insects to check out. 
 
Jc: they seem to have great medicine made from herbs from all over this place 
 
AJ: The plants and water are impressive too. 
 
-Jordyn explains what she found out- 
 
Kevin; Sounds like this place is more balanced than earth is. 
 
AJ: I wouldn't mind staying here. If it weren't for my job here on the ship. 
 
Jc: you just want to stay here Aj because everyone is naked 
 
AJ: That and it just seems like it's so much more relaxed.  
 
Jordyn: they are all lucky. now i wish for us to all rest because in the morning 



the leaders wish for us to join them for one last meal and something special 
they have planned for us 
 
Nick: I hope we get some good meat. 
 
-Jc chuckles and gets into bed- 
 
-Aj falls over and goes to sleep- 
 
Kevin: Night guys. -gets into bed- 
 
-Jordyn walks over and fixes up her bed. Lance is already in his right next to 
her- 
 
Lance; Goodnight. -closes his eyes- 
 
Jordyn: sleep well Bass 
 
-she lies down on her stomach falling asleep- 
 
Lance; You too captain. -falls asleep- 
 
-the next morning- 
 
-they head out to the leaders place- 
 
Man: welcome great guests. have you enjoyed your stay so far? 



 
Jc: yes indeed 
 
Lance: Yes. You have been very good to us and we are grateful. 
 
Jordyn: you have a wonderful culture 
 
Woman: thank you. and now we eat 
 
AJ: Oh yeah! 
 
-she claps her hands and six girls walk in with trays handing them personally to 
each man- 
 
-two men walk in very nicely built and hand a tray to the woman leader and 
Jordyn- 
 
-Jordyn smiles at him sexily and he growls walking off- 
 
Jordyn: i wish I could stay too 
 
AJ: Now you know how I feel. 
 
-they eat- 
 
-after wards they all sits around in the hall and they have a special presentation 
planned for them but the man leader pulls Jordyn aside first- 



 
Man: we wish to make it clear that as tradition for visitors, we have a special 
room for each of the men to enjoy a sexual experience with one of my daughter 
who have agreed. do your men agree? 
 
-Jordyn smiles- 
 
Jordyn: I'm pretty sure they will enjoy this 
 
Man: and my son is also willing to have you. do you wish to do this too? 
 
-Jordyn looks at the ground and smiles- 
 
Jordyn: i believe i will love this 
 
-the man smiles and send her back. lance leans over- 
 
Woman: children? 
 
-six girls and one male come walking out all very beautiful. each girl walks into 
a room with one of the guys. Aj is extremely happy. Lance feels weird and gets 
angry when he sees Jordyn walk off with the son- 
 
Jordyn: so how do you plan to serve me? 
 
Man: however you wish. though I have no desire to step on any toes. I sensed 
that one of the men you brought with you was unhappy with this arrangement. 



 
Jordyn: he needs this. now whatever you want to do i will let you do. 
 
-Jordyn smiles- 
 
Man: Very well. -lean down on Jordyn and kisses her pushing her down to the 
bed- 
 
-Jordyn kisses him back putting her hands on his back- 
 
-meanwhile with Bass- 
 
Woman: how can I serve thee? 
 
Lance; however you want. 
 
-she smiles and pushes Lance sitting down. she gets onto her knees and puts his 
cock into her mouth- 
 
-Lance isn't happy that Jordyn is with some other guy but he can't help but let 
out a moan of pleasure when she starts sucking him- 
 
-once he is hard she puts her legs on either side of him and slides down onto his 
dick- 
 
-she gasps and rubs his chest- 
 



Girl: my you are big 
 
Lance: I have been told I'm well endowed. 
 
-the girl giggles and begins moving, kissing Lance- 
 
-Lance lets her but his mind is still occupied- 
 
-after many orgasms by many people they all come back out- 
 
Men: well? 
 
AJ: that rocked 
 
Jc: it was nice. thank you 
 
Kevin; I can die happy. 
 
Lance; It was pleasant. 
 
Woman: children thank you. you can leave now -they all leave- 
 
-Lance can see Jordyn is flushed- 
 
Man: you enjoyed it well commander? 
 
Jordyn: quite -she is breathing heavily- 



 
Woman: is there anything else you wish to have? 
 
Jordyn: thank you but it is time for us to go. it was a splendid visit and you will 
be hearing from us again I'm sure 
 
-Jordyn smiles and brushes her bangs from her face- 
 
Men: may you be bless in your travels 
 
-Jordyn smiles and bows leaving. the guys bow also and follow her- 
 
-at the hut- 
 
AJ: damn that girl could move! 
 
Jc: mine was extremely bendy 
 
Kevin: you had fun didn't you? My girl was good but I think she was a first 
timer. She seemed nervous. still she was good. 
 
Jordyn: they did say they are strict on how sex works and she was ready. i 
hope you made it good for her Kevin 
 
Kevin: I hope so too. 
 
Lance: Less talking more moving. We need to be back on the ship ASAP. 



 
-Jordyn dresses- 
 
Jordyn: thank god. people staring at my breast feels weird 
 
-they hurry and walk back to where they were beamed down- 
 
Jordyn: captain to Beck? 
 
Becca; Loud and clear Captain. You ready to go back up? 
 
Jordyn: yes have Chris beam us back up. 
 
Becca: Rodger that. -turns to Chris- beam them up Kirkpatrick. 
 
Chris: aye aye 
 
-they are beamed back up- 
 
Jordyn: ah its good to be back in clothes -sits in her chair- Chris set your course 
ahead 
 
Chris: aye aye 
 
-they set off- 
 
Becca; So how was the trip Captain? 



 
Jordyn: naked 
 
-she leans back in her seat- 
 
Becca: Fascinating. -she sounds bored- 
 
Jc: we had to go around nude the entire time we were there. but at least we got 
to have sex with the king and queen's daughters. and Jordyn got their son 
 
Becca; again fascinating. as for my report here nothing to report. 
 
Jordyn: they have a fascinating way of sex and it has to be willingly and in 
respect. and that's good Beck you may take a break if you wish 
 
-Becca leaves and goes to her room- 
 
-enter Joey- 
 
Joey: hello captain 
 
Joey: did you enjoy your stay on my home planet captain? 
 
Kevin: Now we know why you're such a flirt Joe. 
 
Jordyn: well Joey yes we did. you have a great world down there and the only 
thing i don't like about it is being nude, but then again being raised there you 



don't worry about it. on earth we have this sense of god and modesty and some 
people believe they can't even kiss until they are bound legally 
 
Joey: i left because i wanted to see the universe. the clothes did take some 
getting use to 
 
-Lance is fumbling around at his station but he had his mind on other things 
than work- 
 
Inner Lance; I did enjoy the planet but why is my mind so distracted? Ever 
since i spoke with John and the other inhabitants of the planet my mind has 
been troubled and I can't focus. My mind keeps wandering to the captain. 
 
Kevin: So how was Kirkpatrick? I take it the greenhorn kept Becca on her toes? 
 
Chris: i was fine 
 
Brian: You got yelled at a few times for slacking off. 
 
Chris: I've been having problems sleeping lately 
 
Nick: Go easy on him Brian. He's the new guy. And you know how high strung 
Becca is. 
 
Jordyn: Chris take a break. you have been working hard here. Brian since you 
are under Kirkpatrick you take over for him while he rests 
 



Brian; Yes captain. 
 
Chris: thank you captain -he stands up and heads to him room- 
 
Jordyn: Bass have you found any other planets yet? -he doesn't answer- Mr. 
Bass? -she looks at him- LANCE REPORT! 
 
Lance: Oh sorry captain. We have at least six planets ahead of us. There a good 
distance away but if we hurry we could make it to the nearest one in at least 
two earth days. 
 
Jordyn: thank you for finally answering me -she glares at Lance. she stands up 
and walks over to him- what are you doing over here? 
 
Lance: Captain I'm setting our course for the next planet ahead. 
 
Jordyn: okay but stop thinking about naked women and being fucked and get to 
work here. there will be no slacking off! -she leaves the room heading to check 
on Jc's work- 
 
Jordyn: McLean did you know Fatone is from this planet we were just on? 
 
AJ: Not until today. I don't really ask people about their pasts. 
 
Jordyn: where are you from? 
 
AJ: I'm from earth. Orlando Florida. 



 
Jordyn: Mmm. i lived in Nevada 
 
Jordyn: outside of Las Vegas, my father grew up there 
 
AJ: Why do you ask captain? 
 
Jordyn: just wondering. i need to take my mind off of things 
 
AJ: I see. I should get back to my research. Goodbye captain. 
 
-Jordyn nods and leaves checking on Nick- 
 
Nick: Hey sis. 
 
Jordyn: well how is progress? 
 
Nick: The water looks pretty normal. I don't see anything unusual. Except for a 
few minerals that are pretty much harmless. 
 
Jordyn: wait i thought you were researching the animal life on the planet? Aj is 
the one with the water 
 
Nick: We traded for the day. That's okay with you right? 
 
Jordyn: yes as long as the work gets done. what about the plants? 
 



Nick: The plants seem to be very unique. A lot of them bear these really 
interesting fruits. -hands her one- It looks like a cucumber but it tastes like 
watermelon. I did a little research and I guess this one of the staples of the 
inhabitants diet. 
 
-Jordyn takes it and taste it- 
 
Jordyn: yum. a new species of watermelon. well since Fatone if from that world 
I'll bring him in and you two can talk more about these things 
 
Nick: Cool. 
 
-Jordyn smiles and leaves finding Joey- 
 
Jordyn: Fatone! 
 
-she is eating the fruit- 
 
Joey: yes captain? 
 
Jordyn: i want you to go work with Nick so he can learn more about your plant 
life 
 
Joey: okay and... oh my god don't eat that! 
 
-he grabs the fruit throwing it to the ground- 
 



Jordyn: what why? 
 
Joey: its extremely poisonous! god how much did you eat? 
 
Jordyn: a few bites............. nick also had some 
 
Joey: uh oh. 
 
-Joey grabs Jordyn and drags her to Nick- 
 
Nick: Ugh. -barf- 
 
Joey: what other plant life did you gather Nick?! 
 
-Jordyn starts feeling extremely ill- 
 
Nick: It's -barf- all in that container right there -barf- 
 
-Joey rushes over and digs through it finding a small red leaf- 
 
Joey: okay both of you take a small amount of this. it counter acts what you just 
ate 
 
Jordyn: uh huh -she takes it and it taste terrible- 
 
-Nick takes some and makes a face at the taste but chews it and swallows it- 
 



Joey: i know it taste rancid but your going to be sick until that food completely 
leaves your body. that leaf will keep it from killing you and eating your insides 
 
Joey: alright no more eating these things unless i say. you did a good thing to 
call me captain 
 
Nick: I must have mistaken it for the plant that your people regularly eat that 
also tastes and looks like this 
 
-Jordyn nods- 
 
Joey: is it the one that looks like the cucumber and taste like a watermelon? 
 
Nick: yeah. 
 
Joey: you can tell the difference between these plants because the poisonous 
one is larger. It is full of these micro-organisms that slowly eat you alive. i 
know, my friend died from it. it was horrible 
 
Nick: I see. Perhaps you should tell me about each of these plant specimens and 
work with me on these. 
 
Joey: uh huh. but after you recover. your going to be extremely weak and ill for 
days until that comes out as poop 
 
Nick: Fantastic.  
 



-Jordyn stumbles out of the room and into the main bridge- 
 
Jordyn: Mr. Bass? 
 
Lance; Yes captain? 
 
Jordyn; your in -she covers her mouth leaning against the wall- command until i 
get well. no one will enter Dr. Nick's lap understand?! 
 
Lance: Yes captain. 
 
-Jordyn goes into her room and strips down naked getting under the sheets. 
Joey brings her a bucket just in case- 
 
-Joey locks down Nick's lap and walks to the bridge- 
 
Joey: earthlings are so curious 
 
Brian: Aren't they though? i was raised on one of Jupiter moons. i met a lot of 
interesting people and creatures. But i must say the people of earth are just 
strange. 
 
Brian: Wasn't commander Cerridwyn raised on Earth as well? I've been on this 
ship for years now and as long as I've known her she seems so angry all the 
time. 
 
-if you must know Brian has a tint of blue in his skin- 



 
Joey: i think there are humans in different worlds. they all are raised 
differently and it all depends on how their life has been. i believe our Captain 
Wood is a psychiatrist and knows more about that then i would. i just was 
raised to never wear clothes 
 
Brian: i was raised to just accept thing as they were. But I suppose you are 
right. One of us should check on the greenhorn later in the day. 
 
Joey: yes. commander is there anything else you wish me to do? 
 
Lance;No. Just go about your normal duties 
 
-Joey nods and leaves. Lance sits down in the captain chair- 
 
-for future reference, Becca and Lance are Lt.- 
 
Lance; When lieutenant Cerridwyn is done with her break I want her on the 
bridge helping with navigation. 
 
-in the rec room- 
 
Becca; Ahh. Battle Royale. This book is hundreds of years old but it's a timeless 
classic. 
 
-Chris walks in- 
 



Chris: well Nick is an idiot 
 
Becca; yes I heard of his little mishap with the food. 
 
Chris: oh Lt.! sorry i didn't know you were in here! 
 
-Chris stumbles a bit and goes towards the door- 
 
Becca: Calm yourself. 
 
Chris: sorry 
 
-Chris is a corporal and Brian is a private- 
 
Becca; this room is for all crew members. You are entitled to stay here. 
 
Chris: sorry 
 
-Chris sits down and stares at the floor. he didn't want to turn on the TV or play 
any video game or virtual simulations as they call them while the Lt. was 
reading- 
 
-Becca places her bookmark in her book and pops in an antique DVD into the 
video playing device. Battle Royale- 
 
Becca: Just the right amount of gore. 
 



Chris: sir i mean ma'am may i watch? 
 
Becca: If you want. 
 
Chris: Thank you Ma'am. 
 
-Chris who hasn't been on the ship very long is a little shocked that Becca 
enjoys this much violence and gore- 
 
-then Lance calls on the intercom- 
 
Lance: Corporal Kirkpatrick. The captain wants to speak to you later on. Not 
right this minute but withing the next twelve hours. 
 
Chris: mkay 
 
Chris: does he mean himself ma'am since captain Wood who is ill? 
 
-Becca is stuck playing the game not paying attention- 
 
Becca; Huh? 
 
Chris: nothing ma'am. i have to go take care of something 
 
-he stands and runs from the room to his own room- 
 
Becca; Alright. 



 
Becca; Die die die! 
 
-Lance goes in to visit Jordyn- 
 
Lance; How are you feeling captain? 
 
-she is leaning over the edge of the bed arching her back hurling into the bucket. 
Lance can't help but stare at the sweat on her back- 
 
Jordyn: bleck -she spits- like shit Lt. 
 
Lance: If you want i can reschedule your talk with Kirkpatrick till later. 
 
Jordyn: my talk? 
 
Lance; I thought you'd want to check in with Kirkpatrick about his progress 
here. 
 
-Jordyn falls back on the bed her chest just barley covered- 
 
Inner Lance; She's barely covered. 
 
Jordyn: can you do that since you are at my disposal now? 
 
Lance; Technically speaking yes. 
 



-Jordyn rubs her face and groans- 
 
Jordyn: I'm glad my stupid brother is suffering too. but give Fatone that special 
medal for saving the captain and another crew member. then let him have a day 
off 
 
Lance: yes captain. as for Kirkpatrick? 
 
Jordyn: you interview him then bring me the updates 
 
Lance: Very well. 
 
Jordyn: anything else Lt.? -she sits up and holds the blanket over her chest- 
 
Lance: That will be all captain....Get well soon. -he leaves- 
 
-Jordyn nods and falls to the bed- 
 
-Lance goes to his quarters then to the bridge- 
 
Lance: Fatone? 
 
Joey: yes sir? 
 
-he puts his arms behind his back standing at attention- 
 
Lance; For saving the life of the captain and another crew member you will be 



receiving a medal of honor. Also you are to take the day off as a reward. 
 
Lance: -pins the medal onto Joey's uniform- You are dismissed. 
 
Joey: thank you sir -salutes and walks off heading straight to the mess hall for 
some yummy earth deserts- 
 
-Chris walks onto the bridge- 
 
Chris: um... sir you called for me? 
 
Lance: Hello Kirkpatrick. Don't worry this is merely a routine thing for all new 
crew members. Just to see how you're doing here. 
 
Chris: alright sir. what do you wish me to do? 
 
Lance: Just answer some of my questions for now. Tell me. How are your 
relations with the other crew members? 
 
Lance: I trust you're getting along well with the others? 
 
Chris: well i think. i know i am very good friend with Timberlake, he's a corporal 
like me 
 
Lance: Alright. how about the others? 
 
Chris: well. Littrell and i work smoothly and i get along with the guards. i just 



have a hard time talking with............ 
 
Lance: With who? 
 
Chris: um......... -he leans up and whispers into Lance's ear- i can't seem to 
communicate with women well 
 
Lance: So you're having difficulty with the female crew members. Anything 
specific? Or are you just unable to speak with them? 
 
Chris: i just seem to have hard times talking with them. i just end up stuttering 
and seeming like a klutz, especially with Lt. Cerridywin. our commander, 
however, i seem to have an little easier time with her. she is a lot more patient 
with me 
 
Lance: The captain is a great deal more patient than Lt. Cerridwyn. Don't take it 
personally. Now if you could sit over here we can begin the assessment test. 
 
-Chris nods and sits down- 
 
-Chris is from another human planet but they are well known for their 
intelligence. each of them are extremely talented in all subjects. Chris loves 
working with technology- 
 
-half an hour later- 
 
Lance: Passed with flying colors. Very good corporal. 



 
Chris: thank you sir 
 
Lance; Now rest. You're going to need it. 
 
Chris: good day sir -he salutes and leaves- 
 
-two days later- 
 
-when they reach the new planet Lance goes into Jordyn's room- 
 
Lance: Captain. We've reached the planet. 
 
Lance: Who should we send down? Do you think you're well enough to leave the 
ship? 
 
Jordyn: not yet. turn around Lt. unless you want to see me nude again 
 
Lance: Yes captain. -turns around- 
 
-Jordyn stands and puts on her robe- 
 
Jordyn: alright Bass 
 
-Lance turns back around- 
 
Lance: Yes captain? 



 
-she spikes the back of her hair and fixes her bangs- 
 
Jordyn: alright i want you to lead this mission and have Beck assist you. send 
down Justin Howie Jc, of course, and Chris. I'll put Brian in charge of driving 
and shit 
 
Jordyn: I'll take over on the ship. I'm well enough to move 
 
Lance: Captain. After Kirkpatrick's assessment are you sure it is wise to send 
him with Lt. Cerridwyn? I sent you the details last night. 
 
Jordyn: who is the psychiatrist Lt? 
 
Lance: My apologies captain. I'll send them down to the beaming deck right 
away. 
 
Jordyn: good luck Bass -when she walks pass she kisses his cheek- thank you -
she heads down to the beaming deck- 
 
Becca; Finally some action. -straps on gun and stands ready on the beaming 
deck- 
 
Jordyn: Beck? 
 
Becca; yes? 
 



-she stands in front of all those who are heading down- 
 
Jordyn: take it easy on them and do not boss any one around. Lt. Bass is in 
charge and you will all listen to his orders. good luck and you know what to do 
men 
 
Becca: yes ma'am.  
 
Inner Becca; i take orders from no one. 
 
Chris: yes ma'am 
 
-he salutes her but Howie grabs his arm- 
 
Howie: she hates being saluted 
 
Chris: oh. sorry ma'am 
 
Jordyn: good luck men. Littrell beam them down 
 
-Brian beams them down and Jordyn goes back to the command deck and sits 
down sighing deeply- 
 
Brian: Something wrong captain? -eyes the fact she is only in a robe- 
 
Jordyn: I'm worried about Beck and I'm also still ill, but i must do my duty. 
Fatone you are going to play nurse for a while. since you know more about what 



i have or had in me can you find something that will sooth my hunger and 
stomach pains? i haven't eaten in days 
 
Jordyn: and also feed my brother 
 
Joey: I'm right on it captain 
 
-he leaves and soon comes back with some greens- 
 
Brian: I know we've had troubles with the lieutenant in the past. But she's 
always been a bit of a rebel. Remember the academy? 
 
Jordyn: yes I do -eats her greens thanking Joey- 
 
-meanwhile on the planet- 
 
Chris: so sir what do we do? 
 
Lance: Cerridwyn and you are to explore the south. Chasez and Dorough will 
take the east, and Timberlake and I will go west. 
 
Howie: yes sir. come on Jc 
 
Justin; Go easy on him Cerridwyn! 
 
Chris: yes sir -he shakes a bit but keeps calm- 
 



Becca; Something wrong? -starts walking. Her uniform, miniskirt included, is 
skin tight- 
 
Chris: nothing ma'am 
 
Becca; Good now lets go. Keep that gun  at the ready. 
 
inner Howie: god please do not get us in trouble with your damn shooting 
 
Lance; do not fire unless necessary Rebecca! 
 
Becca; Yeah yeah whatever. 
 
-they go- 
 
-Chris stares at his feet as they walk and observes the rocks and plant life 
growing around them- 
 
Chris: this place is very unique 
 
Becca: Unlike what? 
 
Chris: um... i said unique. like very different then other things 
 
Becca; Alright then. We've been wandering for a good hour or so. I'm starting to 
think this place is uninhabited. 
 



Chris: but ma'am Lt. Bass said to keep searching until he called us 
 
Becca; yes he did. But I'm seeing no signs of life here.  
 
-Chris is gathering plants for nick- 
 
Chris: yes there is life. these plants are alive 
 
Becca; people. sentiment begins 
 
Chris: their are insects 
 
Becca; You're hopeless. 
 
Chris: ma'am you have to be specific. from where i come from we use scientific 
terms to label things. you saying no life is like we are only walking on rocks. do 
you mean animals that are large and seem to dominate the planet? 
 
Becca; Humanoids. Or at least something like that. 
 
Chris: many planets don't have humanoids like that last planet we were at. 
Brian's planet they aren't at all humanoids. they are..... ugh i can't pronounce it 
 
Chris: you have to understand Lt. the dominating species on every planet won't 
be humanoids of any type. they will be sometimes four legged furry things that 
can talk or these giants with fours arms and only one leg. they all have a name. 
just be more specific by what you mean there is no sign of 



 
Becca; whatever. Just keep gathering what you need to. -she looks and sounds 
pissed- 
 
-that took all of his guts to say that to her- 
 
Chris: yes ma'am -Chris picks up bugs and puts them in jars and is fascinated 
when he comes across a plant that is like a flower, only the whole thing 
including the stem is a bright red 
 
Becca; What are we stopping for this time? 
 
Chris: that is so cool. it must not have photosynthesis them because chlorophyl 
in the cells would make it green. and its red. it must get its food from 
somewhere else 
 
-Chris touches the flower and it burns him- 
 
Becca; Maybe flesh. 
 
Chris: its extremely hot. it sits in this heat all day from those two suns over 
head 
 
Becca; Well either way get a sample of it and lets keep moving. 
 
Chris: its absorbing the heat. the heat must be its food and the way it survives. 
and look at the roots, how large they are. they seem like roots from a tree. they 



must absorbed things through the soil 
 
-he pulls out the root and seems its like a tentacle- 
 
Becca: I don't trust that thing. 
 
Chris: my, Nick will love this but how do i get a sample when it burns the hell 
out of me? 
 
Becca; Did you not bring gloves with you? 
 
-Chris smiles and pulls out gloves. he grabs the flower around its stem and pulls 
but it doesn't budge- 
 
Chris: damn it -he keeps pulling as hard as he can till it rips out of the ground 
fully. he screams when he sees a head at the other end and its snapping at him- 
 
Chris: i found your life Lt.! 
 
-basically the tentacles are how its moves and the flower is a disguise. its hot so 
it won't be eaten- 
 
-the head keeps snapping at him and it has a red face and no nose, just a large 
jaw and two bright blue eyes- 
 
Becca; Shit! -pulls out gun and fires 
 



-the creature screams and it regenerates jumping at Becca- 
 
Chris: shoot its face! shoot its face! 
 
-Becca continues firing- 
 
Becca: Kirkpatrick! We need assistance! Code red! 
 
-Chris scrambles for his communicator- 
 
Chris: code red! code red! get your ass over to -insert coordinates- we found 
something that's trying to eat Becca i think 
 
Howie: holy shit here we go! 
 
-Howie and Jc take off running along with Justin and Lance- 
 
-Chris pulls out his gun too and fires at it- 
 
Becca; This son of a bitch isn't going down easily! 
 
Justin: Oh dear god! What is that thing!? -shows up skidding to a stop- 
 
Chris: i don't -fire- know! 
 
Lance: have you thought of stunning it? 
 



-the creature keeps snapping until Lance takes a stun gun and fires it. The plant 
freezes and falls to the ground stiff- 
 
Chris: that works 
 
Chris: how long does the stun last? -Chris picks up the creature putting it in a 
large sack- 
 
Lance: -through the communicator- Brian we need you to find us at -insert 
coordinates- Beam us up ASAP. Kirkpatrick hurry. The stun will only last a few 
minutes. 
 
Jordyn: whats going on? -she looks up at Brian- 
 
Brian; It looks like something attacked them and they captured it 
 
Jordyn: hurry beam them up! 
 
Brian: Rodger. 
 
-Jordyn goes and finds a large container- 
 
Lance; Alright everyone. -they are beamed up- 
 
Jordyn: put it in here Kirkpatrick -she opens the lid- 
 
Becca; That was awesome. Finally a good adrenaline rush. 



 
Chris: okay -he dumps it in the container and Jordyn shuts the lid- 
 
-it wakes up and starts banging against the strong glass- 
 
Jordyn: god what the hell?! what didn't you kill it? 
 
Becca; We would have. 
 
Justin; Our guns were useless against that thing. 
 
Jordyn: crap your one hell of a creature aren't you? -she gets on her knees and 
it stares at her with its blue eyes- 
 
-it starts to speak in some weird language- 
 
Jordyn: don't we have translators on this ship? this sounds familiar. i think it 
might be plant 
 
Justin; Isn't that Howie's job? 
 
Howie: yes I'll take it -Howie is a inventor- 
 
-Howie picks it up and Jordyn follows- 
 
-they get to the translator. Lance had followed right behind Jordyn- 
 



Howie: its saying 'who are you let me go i want back home' 
 
Lance: Captain should we release it? 
 
-Jordyn speaks into a special microphone that translates her voice into the 
specified language, at the moment being plant- 
 
Jordyn: we want to know more about you we don't want to hurt you 
 
Plant: Flesh thing! let me out! You may not mean me harm but those who stand 
behind you do! The dark haired one tried to dismember me and the vain female 
in your group tried to kill me! then you shoot at me with your strange weapons 
and imprison me! Release me! I demand it of you! 
 
Jordyn: you attacked Chris. he wasn't going to dismember you. he was going to 
take you back here so our biologist could learn more. However, Beck doesn't 
know anything better to do then shoot the hell out of everything that scares her 
 
Jordyn: tell us more about yourself then we will let you go IF you don't attack 
us 
 
Plant: Very well. 
 
Plant: I will answer your questions. 
 
Becca: Stuff it Jordyn.  
 



-Jordyn stands up and stares at Beck- 
 
Jordyn: hold on plant. Lt. you will not speak to me or anyone else here in that 
tone. 
 
-Becca says nothing but leaves the room- 
 
Jordyn: plant i am going to get our biologist in here. he is better at these things 
then i am. -away from the microphone- Mr. Bass go get Nick for me and tell him 
he is needed in the technology lap 
 
Lance: Yes Captain. 
 
Plant: No harm will come to me I trust? 
 
Jordyn: i will not let him touch you unless you let him and promise not to eat 
him 
 
Plant: I need to eat like many in this world. 
 
Jordyn: we have other flesh things for you -Nick enters- ask questions and find 
out as much you can without touching it. if you must touch it give it meat 
 
Jordyn: so it doesn't take your arm 
 
Nick: right. I'll get to work. 
 



-Nick starts working with the plant- 
 
-Jordyn leaves and everyone else goes back to their regular duties- 
 
-Becca is in her quarters polishing her weapons- 
 
-Jordyn goes into her quarters changing out of her robe into uniform. she then 
goes into Becca's- 
 
Jordyn: don't push me Lt. i am still recovering from my illness 
 
-Becca puts down her gun and stands at attention her back to Jordyn- 
 
Becca: Don't push me back Captain.  
 
Jordyn: fine. what the hell was that back there?! 
 
Becca; Kirkpatrick was being attacked and I acted accordingly. 
 
Jordyn: yes i know. but i was telling the plant the truth when i said your only 
instinct is to shoot! 
 
Becca; what should i have done then? let that thing kill a crew member? 
 
Jordyn: you have other things to use other then bullets and lasers then injure 
incident things 
 



Becca; Innocent? so the fact that it was trying to eat us makes it a good little 
plant? 
 
Jordyn: that plant is another living thing that is trying to get along in this 
universe without guns being fired at it. we came into its territory not the other 
way around 
 
Jordyn: you went through the academy Lt. you know what they told us 
 
Becca: They told us that if anyone or anything attacked us or a crew member 
that we were permitted to open fire. I know we are to respect the creature of 
other planets but I'll ask you this again - Should i have allowed that thing to eat 
him? 
 
Jordyn: did Lt. Bass shoot? no he used the stun gun like you should of! 
 
Inner Becca: Perfect Lt. Bass. God she needs to fuck him and be done with it 
already. 
 
Jordyn: you like bullets. you also know that your commander wants you to use 
your stun gun more then your damn bullets! 
 
Becca; Yes. captain. -each syllable is said through gritted teeth- 
 
Jordyn: I'm sending in Kevin and Joey to take away your guns. you are only 
permitted to use a stun gun from now on. and no more words out of your mouth! 
 



-Becca says nothing- 
 
inner Jordyn: she loves to kill things. she needs to cut it out and learn some 
respect for the things in this universe 
 
Jordyn: good day Lt. Cerridwyn 
 
-Jordyn leaves. the door shuts and she slides her the floor her stomach still 
soar- 
 
Lance: Should we place her in a solitary confinement cell Captain? 
 
Jordyn: no. bring in Richardson and Fatone to remove all weapons from her 
room. make sure the only thing left is her stun gun. -Jordyn stands- you did a 
good job Lt. but next time -she grabs his stun gun and waves it in his face- set it 
to longer then five minutes 
 
Lance: yes captain. 
 
-she hands it back and heads to the deck- 
 
AJ: How are you feeling? 
 
Jordyn: just no one piss me off for the rest of the day -she sits down and groans 
holding her gut- 
 
-later on while most of the crew is in the rec room Becca is nowhere to be found- 



 
Kevin; Man if looks could kill... 
 
-Jordyn comes to the rec room and leans against a wall- 
 
Jordyn: did you take care of the guns Kevin and Joey? 
 
Kevin: Yeah. She wasn't happy about it but she didn't put up even a finger to 
stop us. But like I said before if looks could kill. And i thought she was bad 
tempered back in the academy. 
 
Jordyn: where is she now? 
 
AJ: I think I saw her in one of the halls earlier.  
 
Justin; None of us know. 
 
-Becca is in the training room taking out her anger on punching bags- 
 
-Jordyn nods and leaves her face blank- 
 
Howie: man poor chick. -looks at Jordyn's back with concern- 
 
Kevin; High school and academy never really ends does it? 
 
Howie: hell no. but i know we are lucky to have her as a captain 
 



Justin: Now if only Becca could realize it. I know she's jealous and all but she 
need to learn to control her temper. Her past is no excuse for her attitude. 
 
-meanwhile- 
 
Jordyn: glad to see you are taking out your anger in a good place -she walks into 
the training room- 
 
Becca; Haven't you lectured me enough already? 
 
-she starts hitting it harder- 
 
-Jordyn sits down and watches Becca- 
 
Jordyn: why are you so angry Becca? 
 
Becca; You know damn well why. 
 
Jordyn: Becca you were told to fix your attitude or else. you never did so they 
gave me the job as commander 
 
Becca; Last I heard it was because I'm not afraid to fire. 
 
Jordyn: Becca you have an attitude problem that you refuse to admit and to fix 
 
Becca;  What can I say though. I guess that's how it is for a nobody from the 
slums of Seattle. -hits it harder- And last I checked my so called 'attitude' got me 



top grades in the class for weapons specialty and combat. 
 
Jordyn: of course... cause you used your anger and kicked peoples asses. but we 
don't want to fight unless necessary and when we do you are in charge of that 
part. 
 
Jordyn: Becca are you trying to prove yourself better then me? i don't like to 
fight and when i am captain we avoid that and so far no one has died 
 
Becca; I see no problem with fighting. If someone attacks me I have no issues 
with beating the living shit out of them. I know i can handle the job but 
unfortunately nobody else seems to think so! -kicks the punching bag so that it 
nearly breaks- 
 
Jordyn: Becca calm down! anger isn't the solution and you are full of it! why are 
you so angry? Becca i want to help you, I'm a psychiatrist its my job and what i 
want to do 
 
Becca; Anger seems to be all I have. 
 
Becca; And you don't need to know anything about me. 
 
Jordyn: i am your commanding officer i need to know all my crew 
 
Jordyn: or i can go right past you and open up your files 
 
Becca; Feel free. It'll take you a month to read through all of it. 



 
Jordyn: Becca talk to me -she grabs the punching bag and faces Becca- 
 
Becca; I thought you could just walk right past me and read my file. 
 
Jordyn: i want to hear it from you and not what other people think you are. 
 
Becca: Sorry Jordyn but people are absolutely right in what I am. 
 
Jordyn; tell me Becca. please 
 
Becca; So you start begging? Fine I'll throw the doggy a bone. Daddy abused me, 
Momma hated me and slapped me. there's a little of it. you can read the rest. 
 
Jordyn: did anyone ever love you? 
 
Becca; She was never loved. What is love to her but a bunch of made up lies and 
words? She's not right in the head. She needs to be slapped. 
 
-Jordyn goes forward and hugs Becca- 
 
Jordyn: Becca there are just somethings you have to talk to people about. I'm 
not just your captain I'm your friend 
 
-Becca pushes away- 
 
Becca; I don't have any friends. -she leaves- 



 
-Jordyn sighs and punches the punching bag so hard it breaks off and fly's 
against the wall- 
 
-Jordyn looks at her fist- 
 
Jordyn: damn it not again 
 
-she also leaves going back to the deck- 
 
Lance: Captain. Mr. Carter has gotten enough information out of the plant being 
and is sending it back home. We'll be leaving for the next planet in about twelve 
hours. 
 
-Jordyn nods slowly, her fist bleeding- 
 
Lance: Should i call for the medic captain? 
 
Jordyn: it will be fine 
 
Lance: Very well. 
 
AJ: Are we gonna need to order another punching bag? 
 
Jordyn: just have Howie fix it. everyone go back to work 
 
-the next day- 



 
Lance; Captain we're approaching the next planet fast. Should we scout it out or 
wait? 
 
Jordyn: best we wait 
 
-her hand was bandaged and she was staring out in space- 
 
Jordyn: i need sex -everyone turns around and looks at their captain- that was 
meant to stay inside my head. back to work 
 
Inner Becca: TMI lady 
 
Inner AJ: We're all depraved for sex. 
 
Lance: Captain. after this planet I think it's best that we head to the nearest 
base and restock our supplies. 
 
Jordyn: yes we should. that is very smart idea we all need a break for a while 
 
-Becca leaves the room to go train more. Chris is getting some extra sleep- 
 
Brian; Is it just me or is Kirkpatrick crushing on the angel of death? 
 
Jordyn: its not just me? 
 
Howie: yeah I see it too 



 
Lance: If such allegations are true then he's doing a good job of holding back any 
urges. 
 
Jordyn: i want to know something. is anyone else here having a crush on 
someone at all on this ship? i don't care if your 'batting for your own team' 
 
Lance; I am physically attracted to someone here though if you'll forgive me for 
saying so, I don't feel comfortable saying. 
 
Howie: same here 
 
Jc: sadly me too 
 
Jordyn: anyone else? 
 
AJ: Nope. 
 
Kevin: My girl's on earth 
 
Joey: not that i know of 
 
Brian: I have no attraction to anyone here. 
 
-if you must know there are plenty of other people on this ship but we are 
focusing only on the main ones- 
 



Jordyn: alright... i think we should send down a small team for this one. Beck, 
Joey, Justin and Jc go down and scout it out. bass get them ready 
 
Jordyn: Becca is in charge, she only has a stun gun so yeah 
 
Lance; Captain are you sure sending down Cerridwyn is a good idea? 
 
Jordyn: who is the captain here Lt? -she has her eyes closed- 
 
Jordyn: you are always questioning my judgment. I've been thinking about this 
ever since we spotted the planet 
 
Lance; Very well. -intercom- Lt. Cerridwyn you're needed at the beaming deck. 
You too Chasez. 
 
-the others go over to the beaming deck- 
 
-Justin gets his stun gun ready and so does Joey- 
 
-Jc arrives- 
 
-Becca has hers strapped to her thigh- 
 
Jordyn: alright you all know the drill for scouting good luck and send us a 
report every hour Beck and all of you stay together 
 
Jordyn: ready to be beamed down? 



 
Becca; Yes captain. 
 
Jordyn: Chris beam them down 
 
Chris: beaming 
 
-they are beamed- 
 
Becca: Alright. Chasez and I will head west and Timberlake and Fatone can take 
the east 
 
Jc: she said for us to stay together 
 
Justin: doesn't want the same thing happening again. damn this place it cold -it 
was tundra planet- 
 
Becca; Fine then. lets go. -marches off- And don't piss me off any of you. 
 
Joey: yeah. 
 
Becca; stop complaining. It could be a hell of a lot worse. 
 
-they find a lot of four legged creatures running around that can live on land 
and under water- 
 
-but nothing else- 



 
Becca; This place is deserted. -communicator- Nothing special to report captain. 
 
Jordyn: you sure? 
 
Jc: we see a lot of four legged animals that can live on land and under water 
 
Becca; Nothing special like i said. 
 
Jordyn: alright sounds like earth to me. keep searching a bit more then we will 
beam you back up 
 
Becca; Fine. Lets keep searching. 
 
Joey: should we capture some of these animals? 
 
Becca; Do whatever you have to. I don't really care. 
 
Jc: i think I'll just take pictures 
 
Jc: and write down notes on how they act and give them to our scientists 
 
Justin: I'll gather some plants and NOT eat them 
 
Joey: I'll make sure nothing comes after either of you 
 
-for the next hour that's all they do then are beamed back up- 



 
-Nick and AJ take what they are given and go research them in their labs- 
 
-Becca goes back the training room- 
 
Joey: don't eat anything nick! 
 
-Jordyn chuckles- 
 
Nick: oh shut up! 
 
Jordyn: alright Chris set a course for the nearest station we can restock on 
supplies 
 
Chris: aye aye 
 
-Jordyn stands up and walks over to Lance- 
 
Lance; Orders captain? 
 
Jordyn: pull up Rebecca Cerridwyn's file please 
 
Lance; yes captain. -types in some keys then moves out of the way.- it look 
rather lengthy. You might want to sit down. 
 
-Jordyn sits down and goes through it. her face stays blank- 
 



Lance; Anything else? 
 
Jordyn: just have Justin fix up her favorite desert right here -she prints it out 
handing it to Lance- have Chris give it to her 
 
Lance; Yes captain. I know you don't approve of me questioning you but may I 
ask why? 
 
Lance: It just seems strange that you would do this for her when she's 
technically on restriction. 
 
Jordyn: Lance i am a kind and compassionate human being and i hate hurting 
people and saying no. i want to show her i am a friend despite that fact i am her 
captain 
 
-she has never called him Lance before- 
 
Lance: Very well. 
 
-Lance sends the orders to Justin and Chris. Chris is a little freaked out but he 
still does it anyways- 
 
Chris; Lt. Cerridwyn?  
 
Becca: WHAT THE HELL IS IT NOW!? 
 
Chris; Meep.....Umm...I was told to give you this. 



 
-Becca opens the door- 
 
Becca; Thanks greenhorn. -takes it and closes the door- 
 
Chris; I think I lost a few years off my life. 
 
-he goes back to his quarters- 
 
-in her room- 
 
Becca; I'll eat this but only because I'm hungry. I'm not giving goody goody 
Jordyn any ideas. 
 
-but Becca loves the food. Justin is extremely good at cooking- 
 
Lance; I got the report. She took the food but I think she scared Kirkpatrick. 
 
Jordyn: she enjoyed it I'm sure even if she doesn't want to admit it. Justin is a 
great cook 
 
Lance; He is skilled. We'll be landing at the nearest base in 72 hours 
 
-Jordyn nods and stares at lance- 
 
Lance; something you need captain? 
 



Jordyn: i think i know who you are physically attracted to 
 
-Lance freezes up a bit- 
 
Jordyn: its that girl who works in the kitchen with Justin isn't it? 
 
Jordyn: she's from your world 
 
Lance; No....Kate? No I'm afraid not. 
 
Jordyn: fart. -Jordyn sighs- oh well I'll keep looking 
 
Lance; Good luck on your hunt captain. 
 
-Jordyn stands and smiles at Lance- 
 
Jordyn: i will find her 
 
-72 hours later- 
 
-they land at the base. It's an entire planet, the base being only part of it. 
everyone gets off and gets to work- 
 
-Jordyn keeps asking Lance if a girl is who he likes- 
 
-he keeps saying no- 
 



-Becca heads for the nearest bar/nightclub. they were going to be staying there 
for a couple days- 
 
Jordyn: Lance i named off every girl on the ship and i know its not me. are you 
sure your a heterosexual? 
 
Lance; I am heterosexual though homosexuality has been known to run in my 
family. 
 
Jordyn: its one of the girls i named then. Lance tell me! 
 
-Lance realizes she called him Lance three times already- 
 
-Lance can't hold it in any longer- 
 
Lance; It's you. I couldn't tell you. But now I have. Now if you'll excuse me 
captain I have business to attend to. 
 
-Lance leaves- 
 
-Jordyn stands there and stares off- 
 
-meanwhile Becca has been thrown out of three bars/clubs so far and is looking 
for another fight- 
 
-Jordyn dresses into her human clothes (tomboy) and goes to bar needing a 
drink- 



 
Jordyn: man now if i think about it.............. it was very obvious at the nudest 
planet 
 
-Becca is at the other end of the room chugging down a bottle of Jack Daniels- 
 
-Jordyn gets her beer and goes over to Becca- 
 
-she sits down across from Becca- 
 
Becca: What do you want? 
 
Jordyn: i want a beer and all the other seats are taken 
 
-Becca finishes off the bottle of Jack Daniels and throws down some money- 
 
Becca: Hand me another bottle! 
 
-Jordyn picks at a napkin- 
 
Becca; Beers not that good. I like my drinks strong. Whiskey or tequila. 
 
Jordyn: i don't really do drinking unless something big happened 
 
Becca; I'd drink more but I'd be put in solitary. Then again why should i care? -is 
handed another bottle and starts working on that- 
 



-Jordyn drinks her beer and finishes it leaving it on the table. she sits back- 
 
-a guy walks up to Becca- 
 
Guy: Hey babe. You like fancy cars? 
 
Becca; Shut it. I know what you really want. Just say it. 'I want to fuck you 
brainless' 
 
Guy: Yeah. I do. So what? 
 
-Becca puts down the bottle- 
 
Jordyn: -under her breath- Lt. Bass wants to do that to me 
 
Becca; So I'm not interested. now get out of my face. 
 
Guy: No way sweetheart. You're coming with me. 
 
Jordyn: I'd stay away bub 
 
-He grabs Becca's arm but Becca punches him hard sending him back a few feet- 
 
-he was like Brian, he had a tint of blue in his skin- 
 
Jordyn: i told ya bub 
 



-The guy gets up- 
 
Guy: Bitch. I'll get you for this. -his nose is broken and he's missing a few teeth.- 
I've got friends who'll take care of you for me. 
 
-he leaves- 
 
Jordyn: well she has friends who will take care of you -she yells it after him- 
 
Becca; Alright! anyone wanna take me on!? Come on people I can handle you! 
Come on! BRING IT! 
 
-nobody moves- 
 
Becca; That's what I thought. -sits down- 
 
Jordyn: Becca just get another beer and chill 
 
Becca; I need to make my own fight club. -chugs down the last of the bottle and 
throws down more money before getting up and leaving- 
 
-Jordyn gets up also leaving some money before walking out slowly. she heads 
down the street and finds Becca once again in a fight this time she was losing 
badly- 
 
Becca: Is that it? Come on you're not even trying! -attacks- 
 



-Jordyn stands there and watches from down the street- 
 
-Becca loses but she refuses to back down. Eventually they knock her out and 
leave her there bleeding on the ground- 
 
-Jordyn growls loudly as they walk away from her body. they all turn and look 
at Jordyn questioningly- 
 
Jordyn: oh you did not just leave my Lt. like that! 
 
Guy: Yeah we did. For someone in the star command she's not much. Hot 
though. 
 
-Jordyn storms over there and with one punch knocks him straight to the 
ground with a bloody nose and cut lip. He is out cold- 
 
-Jordyn does the same to the others- 
 
-she goes over to Becca- 
 
Jordyn: hey Lt? 
 
-Becca is out cold- 
 
-Jordyn picks her up and carries her back to where they were staying- 
 
Jordyn: Chasez! 



 
Jc: yes? 
 
Jordyn: take the Lt. and fix her up. don't ask questions 
 
Jc: yes ma'am -takes Becca- want me to fix up your bloody knuckle? 
 
Jordyn: its fine take care of her 
 
Lance; What the dickens happened? 
 
Jordyn: Becca picked a fight and lost badly. but i took care of who did it 
 
-Jordyn flexes out her knuckle- 
 
Lance; She needs to be put under surveillance. And the fact that she is 
intoxicated... 
 
Jordyn: yes after you clean her up Chasez put her in her room and lock it up. 
leave something to eat and drink in there though 
 
Jc: yes ma'am -walks off- 
 
-Jordyn looks at her knuckle- 
 
Jordyn: you know what? i don't think I'm human 
 



Lance; what makes you think that? 
 
Jordyn: i punched out five guys with one punch in the face. they are out cold 
and there noses are broken and lips are bleeding. also my knuckle just healed up 
-Lance looks at it and the cut close up- 
 
Lance; If you like we could have Chasez do a DNA test and see what's going on. 
 
Jordyn: maybe. -she looks around- no one's here. where are they all? 
 
Lance; most of the crew is asleep or on the town. 
 
-Jordyn nods- 
 
Jordyn: I'm going to get some sleep 
 
-she leans up and kisses Lance's lips holding his face. she pulls away- 
 
Jordyn: good night Lt. -she goes inside- 
 
Lance; Umm... Goodnight captain.... 
 
Inner Lance; I don't understand. 
 
-the next morning- 
 
-Jordyn goes into Jc's lap on the ship where Lance is getting some shot- 



 
Jordyn: what's that? 
 
Jc: he asked me to give it to him 
 
Lance; common drink. I know my limit. Unlike the other lieutenant. I'm having 
him put it straight into me so I don't have to taste it. 
 
Jordyn: interesting. Have you ever had anything to drink? 
 
-Lance doubles over as if in pain- 
 
Jordyn: Lt.! 
 
Jc: ah crap the rash........... 
 
-Jc scrambles through cupboards trying to find something- 
 
Jordyn: What is going on?! 
 
-Lance starts vomiting and wheezing- 
 
Jc: allergic reaction. here we go 
 
-Jc injects him with something that counter acts the alcohol- 
 
-Jordyn rushes over and rubs his back- 



 
Jc: you should be fine now. Jordyn what did you come in here for anyways? 
 
Jordyn: um... i want to get a DNA test 
 
Jc: why? 
 
Lance: She -wheeze- Has -cough- reason to believe that -choke- she is not human. 
 
Jordyn: don't talk Lt. 
 
Jc: i see. may i ask why? 
 
-Jordyn grabs a scalpel and cuts her arm open. almost immediately it begins to 
heal- 
 
Jc: ah 
 
Jordyn: also i can inflict major damage with one punch, worse then Becca 
 
Jc: mkay. well sit down and I'll take some blood 
 
-Jordyn does so and Lance watches, slowly begin to breath normally- 
 
-Jc takes the blood and cultures it- 
 
Jc: unbelievable 



 
Jordyn: what? 
 
Lance; What is it? 
 
Jc: can i do something? I'll have to cut open a finger though 
 
-Jordyn nods and Jc puts her hands underneath a extreme microscope- 
 
-he cuts her finger and on the screen you can see the cells reproducing 
extremely fast until they form together again- 
 
Jc: even your blood does it so you can't loose any until it heals. 
 
Jordyn: I've never heard of anything being able to do that 
 
Lance; Neither have I. 
 
Jc: that's the point, no one can 
 
-Jordyn looks at Lance then at her hand- 
 
Jordyn: so what am i a new species? 
 
Jc: i don't know 
 
Lance: There have been instances of certain species of life forms when their 



extinction is imminent they will start to reproduce with a similar species. 
Perhaps that's what happened to you. 
 
Jordyn: but i am human i know it. i have everything of a human.... but i just..... 
 
Jc: have inhuman strength and your cells reproduce at a fast rate 
 
Jc: that also means Jordyn that you can never die 
 
-Jordyn goes wide eyed- 
 
Lance: Amazing. 
 
Jordyn: i have to be able to die 
 
Jc: probably you have to be killed in some way, but its very hard 
 
Jc: if you want i will run as many tests as i can to know more 
 
-Jordyn nods- 
 
Jordyn: start now 
 
Lance: Is there anything you want me to do captain? 
 
Jordyn: just stay and help Chasez if possible 
 



-he starts with an x-ray machine. he has her strip and stand behind a screen 
that x-rays her body. both him and Lance gasp- 
 
Lance; I've never seen anything like it before. 
 
Jc: holy crap 
 
Jordyn: um... WHAT? 
 
Jc: your metal 
 
-Jordyn looks over the screen and screams- 
 
Jordyn: where the hell are my bones?! 
 
Lance; Calm down! 
 
Jc: i don't know................ Jordyn you are like something new. lets do some more 
tests but I'm going to have to numb you up and actually cut you open to get a 
closer look 
 
Jordyn: figure out why the hell i have no bones! 
 
-Jc nods and soon Jordyn is on a table and her hand has been numbed to the 
bone, or the metal in her case- 
 
Jc: here we go -Lance and Jordyn stare as he starts to open her up- 



 
Jc: i hope with the numbing i stopped your body from healing up 
 
Jc: i don't think it will stop the blood though... but that is what tests are for 
 
-Jc gets down to the metal- 
 
Lance; this truly is fascinating. 
 
Jc: i don't think i can get past this metal but i will try 
 
-he keeps cutting it but it won't budge. he takes a laser and cuts with that. after 
thirty minutes it gets through and he sees bone- 
 
Jc: you have bone Jordyn, see that white stuff? that is your bone. and this isn't 
that thick of a metal crust but damn its hard 
 
Lance; I'd like to research this more. 
 
Jordyn: please tell me i have guts -Jc nods- i just have this really strong metal 
covering my bones? -Jc nods again sitting back- 
 
Jordyn: ah man this is too weird 
 
Lance; My feelings exactly. 
 
Lance: So what do we do now? 



 
Jc: research anything with her description. try to find anything on anything 
like this 
 
Jc: I'll run more tests 
 
Lance; Right. 
 
-Jordyn covers her face with her unopened hand and sighs- 
 
Jordyn: man this is fucked 
 
-meanwhile- 
 
-Becca wanted out of her room- 
 
Becca: GOD DAMNIT! LET ME OUT OF HERE! RRRRRAAAAAAAAGGGH! -body 
slams the door multiple times- 
 
-Chris unlocks it and runs in when she is one her bed, arm hurting- 
 
Chris: oh my god everyone talking about it! 
 
Becca; WHAT THE FUCK IS IT NOW!? 
 
Chris: Jordyn's a robot! well i don't think that's true but people are saying she 
has mental bones. she knocked out five guys last night with one punch leaving 



them with broken noses and cut lips 
 
Becca; Corporal. think carefully. why do you think I got locked up in here? 
 
-Chris thinks for a second- 
 
Chris: um... i don't know why people were saying you were an angry drunk... oh 
okay. so those guys Jordyn beat are the ones who beat you? 
 
Becca; -sounding really mad- give the little boy a prize. 
 
-Chris winces and laughs a little- 
 
Chris: just thought... -walks backwards- you'd want... TO KNOW! -he runs out of 
the room shutting and locking the door- 
 
Becca; Damn it. GET ME OUT OF HERE! 
 
-Chris runs- 
 
Kevin: Kirkpatrick hold up! 
 
Chris: yes? 
 
Kevin: What's got you so freaked out? 
 
-Kevin hears the screaming- 



 
Kevin: Ahh. The angel of death. 
 
Chris: i told her about Jordyn and i don't think i was thinking. now i run more -
he runs off looking scared to death- 
 
Kevin: -laughs- The boy's scared to death of the girl he's crushing on. Sounds 
like love to me. -keeps walking- 
 
-the ship takes off an hour later- 
 
-Jordyn is sitting in her chair. she knows everyone knows about her situation 
cause they are staring at her and whispering things like cyborg and robot- 
 
-Jordyn just keeps staring out at space- 
 
Inner Lance; Why won't they all just shut up. 
 
-Jordyn finally pulls up the intercom and makes an announcement- 
 
Jordyn: i know some rumors are going around that I, your commander, is a 
cyborg or robot. let me make it clear that i have just recently learned that i 
have a strong unknown metal covering over my bones and i have inhuman 
strength. i also have very fast cell regeneration and i don't think i am a human. 
that is the truth and that is all. everyone return to their duties 
 
-everyone is silent and returns to work- 



 
-Jordyn stands up- 
 
AJ: Anyone noticed how freaked out Kirkpatrick was? man I've never seen 
anyone run that fast in my life. 
 
Jordyn: Brian set a course for the nearest planet that Lt. Bass has calculated. 
 
Brian: Rodger. 
 
Jordyn: Mr. Bass can i speak with you in my quarters? 
 
Lance; Yes captain. -stands up and walks to her quarters- 
 
-in Jordyn's quarters- 
 
Lance; You wanted to speak with me captain? 
 
Jordyn: yes. did you find anything on what Jc's has asked you to search? 
 
Lance; No. The only way something like this could happen would be if it were 
medically done 
 
-Jordyn punches her wall and puts her forehead against it- 
 
Lance; Though such procedures are rare and rarely successful 
 



Jordyn: damn it 
 
Lance; I know it's disappointing. We'll keep looking. 
 
-Jordyn sits on her bed and looks at her hands- 
 
Lance; You are still human. only you have some rare abilities. 
 
-Jordyn looks at Lance- 
 
Lance: Yes? 
 
Jordyn: you still physically attracted to something like me? 
 
Lance; Yes. 
 
-Jordyn nods her head- 
 
Lance; I see no reason to believe that a metal coat over your bones is to have 
any effect on my attraction to you. 
 
Jordyn: just wondering 
 
Lance: Anymore orders captain? 
 
Jordyn: do have a problem with cheering me up right now? 
 



Lance: Not particularly. It's not that bad. Why? 
 
-Jordyn stands up walking over and kissing him- 
 
Jordyn: i mean cheer me up in the way you've wanted to for a while now 
 
Lance; Oh.... But protocol states that... 
 
Jordyn: fuck protocol! 
 
Jordyn: quit always following the rules Bass be a man for once 
 
-finally after years of following the rules Lance snaps. He grabs Jordyn kissing 
her hard- 
 
-pulling away- 
 
Lance: damn that felt good! 
 
Jordyn: well don't stop 
 
-Jordyn kisses him back pulling him back to the bed- 
 
-pulling off his shirt Lance pins her down rubbing her breast his hands under 
her shirt- 
 
-Jordyn groans- 



 
-Jordyn pulls up her shirt and works on her bra strap- 
 
-Lance starts kissing down her body going down to her pants and pulling them 
down along with her underwear- 
 
-Jordyn smiles and works on Lance's pants- 
 
-Lance goes back up licking her breasts- 
 
Lance's dick: ACTION ACTION ACTION! 
 
-Jordyn moans running her hand through his hair- 
 
Lance; Hang on. -grabs a pill out of his pants and swallows it dry- sterilizing pill. 
It'll keep me shooting blanks for a week. 
 
Jordyn: wow. thank you Jc 
 
-Jordyn kisses him hard running her hands down his back- 
 
Jordyn: Mmm suck me Bass 
 
-Lance kisses down her body and begins licking at her pussy sucking up her 
juices- 
 
-Jordyn moans bucking her hips and rubbing her chest- 



 
-Lance shoves his tongue deep into her licking her walls- 
 
-Jordyn gasps- 
 
Jordyn: yes Lance yes 
 
-Lance checks his dick to make sure he's good and hard before going back up 
spreading Jordyn's legs and getting into position- 
 
-Jordyn puts her arms around his neck kissing him again- 
 
Lance; Here I come. 
 
-Jordyn chuckles- 
 
-he kisses her before pushing his dick in all the way and thrusting hard- 
 
Jordyn: shit yes 
 
-Lance goes harder and harder grunting and panting like a dog- 
 
-Jordyn leans up and sucks his tongue into her mouth kissing him and licking 
his tongue that is in her mouth now- 
 
Jordyn; Mmm... 
 



-several minutes later- 
 
Lance: I'm close. Almost there. 
 
Jordyn: hurry.... -she rubs her clit- shit I'm so close 
 
-with a loud moan Lance cums in thick spurts inside Jordyn- 
 
-Jordyn grits her teeth and sprays all over Lance who pulls out and gets 
covered. she falls back on the bed breathing hard- 
 
Lance; that...that was...oh my god. -he falls next to Jordyn- 
 
-he falls asleep- 
 
-Jordyn nods and falls asleep pulling the sheets over both of them. Jordyn rolls 
onto her stomach on the other side of the bed- 
 
-elsewhere on the star ship- 
 
Kevin: Hey Joe? How long till we can let her out? -he and Joey were standing 
guard at the door to Becca's room- 
 
Joey: beats me 
 
Joey: with how she is acting i don't want to let her out any time soon 
 



Kevin: yeah. I'm surprised Kirkpatrick actually had the guts to go in there 
earlier. maybe he grew a pair overnight. 
 
Joey: actually he was talking to me and he didn't know what he was doing. he 
just wanted to tell someone and that someone ended up being her -points at the 
pounding door- 
 
Kevin: She'll tire herself out eventually. I wonder what the captain plans to 
accomplish with this. 
 
Joey: beats me i just know she has her own problems she has to go through 
 
-a while later- 
 
-someone comes knocking at Jordyn's door- 
 
Lance; Ugh... Come again later! 
 
-Jordyn was sucking on his Adam's apple rubbing his arm- 
 
Jordyn: Mmm 
 
Jc: sir what are you doing here with the captain? 
 
Lance; CHASEZ! OUT! 
 
Jc: I'm not even in there. yeash -he walks away- 



 
Jordyn: snappy much -she moves to his lips- 
 
Lance: We can't let anyone find out about us. 
 
Lance: It would mean disaster. 
 
Jordyn: true but damn you yell a lot -she kisses him putting her arms around 
his neck- 
 
Lance; I do that. 
 
Jordyn: Mmm now do what you were doing earlier with your mouth and my 
back 
 
Lance: Okay. -does it- 
 
Brian: So you weren't able to get the captain Jc? 
 
Jc: no i think they were probably talking about what's going on with Jordyn 
now. they are somewhat close, or at least the closer then she is with anyone 
else here 
 
Brian: yeah. 
 
Jc: so what do we do now? i need to ask her if she wants to check out the planet 
that we are coming closer to. well we won't be there for a few hours 



 
-meanwhile Chris walks up to Becca's door- 
 
Chris: i.......... want to talk.................. to her 
 
-Becca is now exhausted- 
 
Joey: huh your joking right? 
 
-Chris shakes his head quickly- 
 
Kevin; Chris the second she starts feeling better she'll attack every living thing 
in sight. 
 
Chris: I'm going in okay? -he unlocks the door and enters shutting the door. 
Kevin locks it again- 
 
-Chris gulps- 
 
Chris: hi Becca 
 
-Becca is on her bed looking dazed and tired. she looks banged up from attacking 
her door- 
 
Becca; What do you want corporal? 
 
Chris: i just wanted to talk, get to know you better 



 
Becca; Why the hell do you need to know anything about me? 
 
Chris: because i like you 
 
Becca: Then again knowing you you're probably... wait what? 
 
-since Chris is all about using his brain he thought long and hard about this- 
 
Chris: i like you, more then a friend actually. i want to get to know you better 
 
Chris: hopefully you won't be as scary 
 
Becca; I'm a pissed off boozing psycho bitch from hell. what more do you need to 
know? 
 
Chris: i want to know why your so angry. see if i can help you any. i don't like 
seeing people do this to themselves 
 
Becca; Read my file if you're so curious. 
 
Chris: why won't you just tell me? -he reaches out and strokes the back of her 
hand- 
 
Becca; I was raised in shit. my parents beat me, I've got a criminal record a mile 
and a half long and I use my fists to solve problems. Me in a nutshell. 
 



Becca; Don't touch me.-moves her hand away- 
 
Chris: i was banished from my home world 
 
Becca; Who'd you piss off? 
 
Chris: my family was dysfunctional and i was the only one who seemed to want 
to do something with myself. after all my schooling i started up this gang and 
we did a lot of horrible things. we all got banished from our world and i can't 
ever see my family again, and they don't want to see me. don't ask what made 
me do it, it probably was because no one seemed to care what i did with my life. 
the academy was where i went after i was banished and they helped me clean 
myself up and know i was worth something 
 
Chris: i don't ever want to return to my home planet because it seems my race 
is selfish in a way and everything has to be the same in each family 
 
Chris: i found myself and my true calling, which is here -he is staring at the 
floor- 
 
Becca; Who needs families? They weigh you down. I got drafted into the 
academy. I beat a guy into a coma. I don't know if he's still in it or not. But 
anyways I got thrown in prison for the millionth time and the academy found 
me. They said I'd do well. And I did. I graduated with damn good grades and high 
ranking. and I got top grades in all combat related classes. 
 
Chris: that's good 



 
Becca; I don't have a true calling. I'm nothing. I've always been nothing and I 
always will be. I need to become something but I never will. I don't have a 
problem. I just don't have a problem with kicking people's asses. I'm not going to 
use a pathetic little stun gun. I'm gonna crush their skull in. 
 
Chris: i think its okay you can fight, but fighting isn't always the answer. 
obviously its only put you in imprisonment and it got me banished from an 
entire planet! 
 
Becca: Seems to me like it was an excuse for you to ditch that place for good. 
 
Chris: Becca you have anger but your using it in a bad way. you can put it to 
better use I'm sure. i don't want to see you getting hurt 
 
Becca; Why do you care? -sits up- I'm nothing you hear me! All I have is my 
fights. If I get hurt it's just one step closer to death for me. 
 
-Chris gets into Becca's face- 
 
Chris: Becca you are something! i think your something! i think your smart and 
great with fighting and can lead well, but I'm scared of you. I'm scared to talk to 
you I'm scared to go near you. this took all my strength just to come in here 
 
Becca; The fact that you fear me means you're a lot smarter than most people. 
 
Chris: i don't want to fear you i want to love you! 



 
-Chris thinks he went a little to far with that- 
 
-Becca is silent- 
 
Becca; Go. 
 
Chris: i do love you and love means you want the best for them. i want the best 
for you and what you are doing isn't the best. please just................ think about 
this -he leans in and kisses her quickly before pounding on the door - OKAY 
GUYS LET ME OUT! 
 
Joey: should we? 
 
Kevin: I dunno. i wanna mess with him a little. 
 
Kevin; He won't die. Think of it as hazing. 
 
-Chris glares at the door- 
 
Chris: grrrrr. hey you guys are privates! 
 
Kevin: You're the new guy. 
 
Chris: fart -Chris goes and sits down in a chair in Becca's room- 
 
-Becca stares at the wall not knowing what to do- 



 
Chris: do you have any games in here? 
 
Becca; No. Why would i? 
 
Chris: beats me. i have cards in my room. what do you want to do? 
 
Becca; You're asking me this?  
 
Chris: well they won't let me out so what do you want to do? 
 
Becca; There's nothing to do. 
 
Chris: i could kiss you again 
 
-he says it quietly looking at his hands- 
 
Becca; What are you a virgin? Geeze you really must be desperate. 
 
Chris: no to tell you I've actually.................. um................. raped girls before. but 
afterward i felt so bad i nearly killed myself with drinking 
 
Becca; Good luck trying that here. 
 
Chris: i haven't raped anyone in five years 
 
Chris: not even just sex 



 
Becca; Born again virgin. I figured half as much. 
 
Chris: no just no girl thinks I'm cute enough. i just thought kissing was one 
thing we could do 
 
Becca: Nice try.  
 
Inner Becca; And the sad thing is that he's kinda cute. 
 
Chris: sorry it's just something 
 
Joey: alright Chris you can come out now -the door gets unlocked- 
 
Chris: bye Becca -he walks over and holds out his hands for a shake- 
 
-Becca just looks away- 
 
Kevin; Come on Chris. She needs to serve the rest of her sentence. 
 
-Chris leans down and kisses her cheek and leaves the room- 
 
-the door shuts and locks- 
 
Joey: dude you kissed her cheek?! and your alive! 
 
Chris: shut up Joe -he walks to his room- 



 
Becca; WHY DOES HE KEEP DOING THIS!? 
 
-meanwhile with Jordyn and Lance- 
 
Lance: Should we get back to the deck? 
 
Jordyn: probably Jc wants something from me -she kisses Lance's chest. she 
was lying on top of him- 
 
Lance; You go ahead. I'll catch up to you later. 
 
-Jordyn smiles and kisses his lips standing up. he stares at her ass- 
 
-on the bridge- 
 
Jordyn: alright Chasez what is it? 
 
Jc: we are approaching a planet. want to search? 
 
Jordyn: yes i do. i haven't in a while, so I need to get off the ship and do 
something productive. i want Chris at the wheel and Brian Aj Justin Howie and 
Becca to accompany me 
 
Brian: Isn't Becca still on restriction though? 
 
Jordyn: WILL EVERYONE QUIT QUETIONING ME! I KNOW WHAT THE FUCK I 



AM DOING ON THIS SHIP! I WAS THE ONE WHO PUT HER ON RESTRICTION IN 
THE FIRST PLACE! 
 
-Jordyn growls and gets on the intercom calling those who will accompany her- 
 
Brian: yes captain. 
 
-Becca comes out and gets onto the beaming platform along with the others- 
 
-Jordyn leaves Lance in charge and they smile at each other as they are beamed 
down- 
 
AJ; So what do we do now? 
 
Jordyn: do what we always do. split up 
 
-Jordyn splits everyone up- 
 
Jordyn: keep your stun guns and communicators close 
 
Inner Becca: lets hope there will be someone here who's ass I can kick. 
 
-they split up- 
 
-as Jordyn goes along she finds small animals running around. she lets them do 
their thing. about an hour later she calls up Justin but gets no answer- 
 



Jordyn: oh dear -she calls up all the others but still gets no answer- 
 
Jordyn: what the -she calls up the ship but still no answer- dear god 
 
-Jordyn pulls out her GUN and gets it ready. if someone was trying to block 
their communications they aren't friendly- 
 
-rustling- 
 
Jordyn: whose there? 
 
-Jordyn looks around- 
 
-funny talking- 
 
Jordyn: what the fuck? 
 
-points her gun towards the talk- 
 
Voice; Should we capture her as well? We don't know if they are friend or foe. 
 
Jordyn: i can hear you if you want to know 
 
Second Voice: It's to risky. Take her along with the others. 
 
Jordyn: fuck no. no one is taking me anywhere! 
 



-Jordyn aims her gun- 
 
-one of them hits her on the head from behind- 
 
Jordyn: OW! what the hell was that for?! -she stumbles back rubbing her head- 
 
Jordyn: ugh I'll have a head ache soon enough 
 
Third voice: Wait...You don't think? 
 
Second: It's possible. Unlikely but still possible. 
 
Jordyn: god will you just get out from where ever the hell you are you pissed me 
off enough! 
 
-they emerge- 
 
Jordyn; humans...? 
 
Person one: Not normal ones though. it appears you are similar to us. Come. We 
will show you our people. 
 
Jordyn: you captured my friends i want to know where they are! -she points her 
gun at them- 
 
Person two: They are unharmed. Though the girl put up quite a fight and had to 
be sedated. 



 
Person three: They are being held in our village. 
 
-Jordyn keeps her gun at the ready and follows them- 
 
-the village is only a short walk from where they were before. It seems peaceful 
enough. in the center of it there is a small hut like building where Jordyn 
assumes the others are being kept in- 
 
Jordyn: take me to them now 
 
Person two: Please understand. We were scared. We did not know if you meant 
us harm or not. We have families we must protect.-he leads her to the hut and 
opens the door- 
 
-the others are all tied up. Becca more so than the others and she's not happy- 
 
Jordyn: oh my god are you all okay? 
 
Brian; We're fine. Becca's doing okay. She didn't get hurt to badly but she's like 
an angry bee right now. 
 
AJ: Just get us out of here. 
 
Jordyn: okay now let them go they won't hurt you, but Becca might. Lt. do not 
hurt anyone they did it for protection. trust me you would have done the same 
thing 



 
Becca; yeah only I would have finished the job. -this come out as a muffled 
sounds. She's gagged- 
 
-they are untied- 
 
Jordyn: alright now start talking to us. explain 
 
-she still has her gun and Becca pouts that she gets a real one- 
 
Person two: I am Jared. I am the son of our leader. We are the original 
inhabitants of this planet. We do not usually resort to violence but when we feel 
threatened we will use it. 
 
Jordyn: sounds like humans alright 
 
Jared: These are my brothers. Leto -points to person one- and Kronos. 
 
Jordyn: nice name. my name is Jordyn. this is Becca Brian AJ Howie and 
Justin 
 
-they nod- 
 
Jared; Again we apologize for treating you in such a manner. We've removed the 
device that blocked your communications. But please. Tell us your reason for 
coming here. 
 



Jordyn: we are part of a star feat that travels the universe finding new planets. 
we explore the planets and learn about the life on them 
 
Jared: I see. Very well. Stay as long as you need to. 
 
Jordyn: we want to know more about your life. can we meet with your parents? 
maybe have a dinner or feast or whatever you guys seem to have here. you 
obviously have big houses and stuff and seem like humans on earth 
 
Jared: Yes. Our mother and father are not far from here. Come we will lead you.-
leads them to the leaders hut- 
 
Jordyn; what are their names? 
 
Jared: Rehia and Abbadon. 
 
Jordyn; okay that's going to be hard to remember 
 
Becca: Deal with it. it could be a hell of a lot worse. 
 
-they arrive at the leaders place and are greeted with a lot of food- 
 
Jared: Part of this is traditional hospitality but it's also our way of apologizing 
to you. 
 
Jordyn: yeah our president or leaders in our cities would do the same thing. this 
is a nice mansion 



 
Jared: Thank you. Please eat. It is cold out and you must be freezing. 
 
Jordyn: yeah a little 
 
-they eat.- 
 
Rehia: My eldest says you are here to learn about different worlds? What is it 
that you wish to know? 
 
Jordyn: as much as you can tell us. I'm the commander of our star fleet 
 
Rehia; There is much to tell. Is there something specific? 
 
Jordyn; well one thing is bugging me... -rubs the back of her head- when you hit 
me on the head I didn't pass out. then you all were confused 
 
Rehia: -looks at her sons then back at Jordyn- Because such a blow would have 
knocked out any other species. But yet you seem like one of us. 
 
Jordyn: wait... one of us? 
 
Rehia; Yes. You obviously recovered quickly from your injuries. And if you were 
cut I imagine I would be able to see the coat of metal over your bones. 
 
-Jordyn drops her fork- 
 



Jordyn: you know about my metal? 
 
Rehia; I will not allow that theory to be tested on you of course. But I will show 
you myself. 
 
-taking a small knife from out of her sleeve Rehia cuts her hand and pulls away 
her skin to reveal the same metal- 
 
Jordyn; oh my god I'm not human -Jordyn stands up and stumbles back, 
knocking over her chair- god I'm not an earthling 
 
Jordyn: what the hell am i doing one earth then? 
 
Rehia; Many years ago some of our kind left earth for unknown reasons. We had 
assumed they were dead but it seems that we were wrong. 
 
Jordyn: i know i was adopted when i was three but................ 
 
-that is why her and nick don't have the same last name- 
 
Rehia; I see. 
 
Jordyn: god this is happening really fast -Jordyn rubs her face- 
 
Jordyn: my last name is Wood that is all i know about my family. but I tried 
when I was a teenager to look for them but there is no one at all with my last 
name on earth 



 
Rehia: This is an interesting development. the Woods were the family that left. 
 
Jordyn: did they ever come back at all? 
 
Rehia; No. They were wanderers by nature. 
 
Jordyn: wow..... -she picks up her chair and sits down- can you tell us more 
about your lifestyle here? forget about me for a while. we are here on a mission 
and that........... comes first 
 
Rehia: Our lives are not much. Men and women handle the same tasks. Meals 
are usually eaten together. 
 
Jordyn: earth alright 
 
-one of the sons was staring at Brian because of his skin shade- 
 
Leto: You are blue...are you well? You're not ill are you? 
 
Brian: It's alright. I'm fine. 
 
Jordyn: his from a moon around Pluto he's suppose to be blue like that 
 
Leto; I see. Please forgive my rudeness. 
 
Brian; It's no problem -looks at Jordyn funny- 



 
Jordyn: wait he's from Jupiter. My bad. Justin's from Pluto 
 
Jordyn: but he isn't blue he just has a tiny............ well never mind 
 
Justin: shut up 
 
Inner Becca: Baby dick. i would know. 
 
-they keep talking for several hours- 
 
-afterward the others left to tour the building with the leaders, but Jordyn 
stayed behind seeming........... distant- 
 
Jordyn: -to herself- well no wonder we couldn't find anything... this planet was 
unknown till now 
 
Kronos; You seem troubled -he comes over and sits next to her- 
 
Jordyn: its just.................. i thought I was human all my life till a few days ago. 
our ship's doc examined me because i was confused on how fast my knuckles 
were healing up. i wanted to know more about the cell regeneration and he took 
an x-ray to find out more. That's when he found the metal. 
 
Jordyn: he also numbed up my hand and got into the metal after a very long 
time of using a laser and found bone 
 



Kronos: And you learned you were not what you thought you were. 
 
-Jordyn nods- 
 
Jordyn: so we are a advanced species of humans. probably long ago we lived on 
the same planet but some of us evolved and left 
 
Kronos: It would make sense. 
 
Jordyn: its just a lot to take in that this is where my species live. earth is still 
my home though. what is our species name? 
 
Kronos; Adamantians. 
 
Jordyn: nice name 
 
Kronos: How long will you be staying? 
 
Jordyn: probably until tomorrow 
 
Kronos: I see. I would ask you to stay longer but I understand that your mission 
comes first. -he watches her for a moment, rubbing her shoulder. then he 
removes it- And I also sense that you are taken. 
 
Jordyn: oh um............. -Jordyn looks at the ground- I guess you could say that 
 
inner Jordyn: so he likes me. 



 
Kronos: I sensed it. I think Jared sensed it about your friend too. He was 
always into the dangerous females. 
 
Jordyn: oh she isn't taken. but i think she wants to be 
 
Jordyn: the rest of the guys are single 
 
Kronos: I think Leto was attracted to the blue one. 
 
Jordyn: your okay with homosexuality here? 
 
Kronos: It exists. It means nothing. 
 
Jordyn: i guess... we could stay here a few days because your species is so 
advanced 
 
Kronos: Very well -he smiles- 
 
Jordyn: we have a lot more to learn. i just want to see what a day in the life of 
an Adamantians 
 
Kronos: I hope it will live up to you expectations. 
 
Jordyn: I'm sure it will. I'll probably find a lot of things in common with you 
guys 
 



-she turns to him and smiles- 
 
Kronos: I hope you do. seeing as how you're one of us and all. -he smiles- 
 
inner Jordyn: he is cute. he is my own species too. but Lance is.............. he is 
human but I'm just............ more advanced. But Kronos is just like me 
 
Jordyn: so where will we be staying? 
 
Kronos: At my home. 
 
Jordyn: can you show me to my room? 
 
Kronos; yes of course. -stands up and leads her to her room- 
 
Jordyn: thank you Kronos -she pecks him on the cheek- 
 
Kronos: You are welcome. -he goes to his room blushing slightly- 
 
-Jordyn shuts the door and sits on her bed calling up Lance- 
 
Jordyn: Lt. Bass? 
 
Lance: Captain! Are you alright!? 
 
Jordyn: yes i am alright. can i talk to you where no one else can hear? 
 



Lance: I'm in my quarters now. 
 
Jordyn: Lance this planet is like earth. but the humans are just like me 
 
Lance; So we've found you're people? 
 
Jordyn: apparently my real parents left this planet and went to earth and had 
me, but something happened to them and i was adopted my Nick's family 
 
Jordyn: i think that long ago we all lived on earth but soon my species, the 
Adamantians, evolved and moved to this one. its my theory 
 
Lance: It's plausible. 
 
Jordyn: Lt. Bass you act too mellow 
 
Lance; I don't let things get to me. 
 
Lance; Should I act more like Lt. Becca? 
 
Jordyn: please don't 
 
Lance; Good cause I'm not gonna. 
 
Jordyn: we are probably going to go home in two days. stay here and................... 
well i want to know what my kind does here 
 



Lance; I hope you find what you're looking for. 
 
Jordyn: i will. And i have to admit... there are some hots boys here 
 
Lance: planning on hooking up down there? -he sounds a bit angry- 
 
Jordyn: I'd rather think of you when i touch myself tonight 
 
Lance; Good. I don't wanna have to fight to keep you. -he sighs in relief- 
 
-Jordyn smiles- 
 
Jordyn: I'll see ya when we get back 
 
Lance; Rodger that. 
 
-Jordyn shuts off her communicator and gets ready for bed- 
 
-the next day- 
 
Brian; Well it looks like Becca is right at home here. 
 
AJ: That's cause she has someone to spar with. 
 
Justin: yeah she can't kill them that easily 
 
Justin: but then again they can kill her 



 
Leto: They won't. Jared needs someone to spar with. 
 
-meanwhile Jordyn and Kronos are going around talking- 
 
Kronos: So what do you think of this planet? 
 
Jordyn; i love it! 
 
Kronos: It seems your friends enjoy it here too. 
 
Jordyn: yeah its one of the better planets we have been to 
 
Kronos: Perhaps I should join this academy of which you speak of so that i may 
join you in your travels some day. 
 
Jordyn: you'll enjoy it much 
 
Kronos: No doubt I will. In fact I will talk to my brothers about it and maybe we 
will go together. 
 
Jordyn: maybe you will join our star fleet 
 
Kronos; Maybe. Only time will tell. 
 
Kronos: Tell me about the other members of the crew. 
 



Jordyn: well, Becca over there fighting with your brother has had one hell of a 
past. but she's a good fighter and she does come in handy 
 
Kronos: I sense rage in her. fire-like. out of control with no water to tame it. 
 
Jordyn: Brian is our assistant engineer. he and Chris control the ships 
maintenance. Chris is head engineer 
 
Kronos: Ahh. 
 
Jordyn: there is my second in command Lance... he's very loyal 
 
Kronos: to be a second in command you'd have to be. 
 
Jordyn: we have AJ. he is our zoologist. Nick, my brother who is from my 
adopted family, is our botanist 
 
Kronos: tell me about Jc? 
 
Jordyn: Jc is our medic. he is a very well trained doctor 
 
Kronos: Do you deal with a lot of serious injuries in your line of work? 
 
Jordyn: sometimes we do. Jc also invents different medical things for us as well 
 
Jordyn: we have two body guards Kevin and Joey. They are the strong men that 
i have for safety 



 
Jordyn: Howie invents weapons and different technologies for us to use 
 
Kronos: Did he invent those weapons you carry? 
 
Jordyn: actually he just improved them 
 
Kronos: I see. 
 
Jordyn: Justin is our chef. he is excellent at cooking and loves doing it 
 
Kronos: You never go hungry. 
 
Jordyn: we also have several other crew members who work just around the 
ship when we need them 
 
Jordyn: and that's it. also i am a psychiatrist, one of the reasons why they 
really wanted me to be captain 
 
Kronos: I sense that you have some rivalries on board as well? 
 
Kronos: I probably shouldn't pry into that but I am curious. 
 
Jordyn: i was wondering why I could always sense certain things. i guess its 
one of our gifts as Adamantians 
 
Kronos: It improves with age. 



 
Jordyn: but i don't know what you mean by rivalries 
 
Kronos: The fire girl. The untamed one seems to be trying to prove something. I 
seems to look like a one sided rivalry to me but I could be wrong. 
 
Jordyn: like i said Becca has had a big past. her rivalry is against me 
 
Jordyn: she wants to be captain, thinks she should get it. but she just............ 
just because she can fight 
 
Kronos: she's quite frightening. 
 
Jordyn: she can fight well and she is always picking a fight and i hate it. she 
isn't proving anything except how stupid she is! sooner or later she's going to 
get killed because she just couldn't stop trying to kick people's asses 
 
Kronos: Perhaps she's not foolish. I mean what she is doing is foolish but 
perhaps she doesn't know what else to do with herself. 
 
Jordyn; she has so much potential but she just won't do anything else. she is 
always bossing people around when she gets the chance and it seems she wants 
to go to war with every planet we find 
 
-Jordyn rubs her face- 
 
Jordyn: she irritates me 



 
Kronos: Then why do you try to help her? 
 
Kronos: If she irritates you then throw her off the ship. 
 
Jordyn: i have been trying to help her but no matter what i do it seems i piss 
her off more. I'm a psychiatrist, i am doing all i can. and i can't throw her off 
the ship. she has nothing else 
 
Kronos: There might be something. I sensed earlier that the flames within her 
were slowed briefly. Someone did something that she did not expect. 
 
Jordyn: your sensing stuff is weirding me out a bit. 
 
Kronos: I'll stop. 
 
Jordyn: -laugh- but yeah i noticed it too. i think it might have to do with Chris. 
he loves her, and a lot of the guys don't see what he sees in her but i know there 
is someone out there for everyone. and i read his file. he was pretty bad ass on 
his home planet and got banished from it. they have a connection 
 
Kronos: The water to calm the flames. 
 
Jordyn: yeah. she just has to get her head out of her ass and find out what she 
has in front of her 
 
Jordyn: but the thing is.............. we can't have that type of relationship on the 



star fleet. regulations don't thinks it is a good idea 
 
Kronos: Why not? 
 
Kronos: It seems silly to me. 
 
Jordyn: yeah i think so too but maybe something happened before. they don't 
want personal matters getting in the way with the mission at hand 
 
Kronos: I see. Well laws come and go. It may take time and we may not live to 
see it happen but it will change. It's only a matter of time really. 
 
Jordyn: i shouldn't be breaking the rules, I'm the captain and I'm suppose to set 
an example 
 
Kronos: You can also help to change the rules. You can set a good example and 
follow your heart. 
 
Jordyn: that's what I'm doing but i don't want to loose my job 
 
Kronos: You won't. I have faith in you. 
 
Jordyn: i hope so 
 
-the rest of the day goes smoothly- 
 
-the next day they leave- 



 
Jordyn: i do hope you join the academy Kronos 
 
Kronos: We're leaving tomorrow morning. 
 
Jordyn: good luck -she hugs him and his brothers- 
 
-Leto has his eye on Brian- 
 
Leto: Good bye Brian. -he nods to him smiling. He looks feminine- 
 
Brian: Bye Leto. 
 
-they hug but when no one is looking also kiss- 
 
Leto: I hope to be with you again. Last night I will never forget. 
 
Brian: neither will I -hugs him tightly- 
 
-Jordyn calls Lance- 
 
Jordyn: have Kirkpatrick beam us up 
 
Lance: Rodger that. 
 
Chris: beaming 
 



-Jordyn waves and they are beamed- 
 
Becca; Well that was one of our more interesting expeditions. 
 
Jordyn: Brian made a 'friend' 
 
Brian: we're just friends. Nothing more. 
 
Jordyn: yes just 'friends' -she winks at Lance and sits down in her captains 
chair- full speed ahead Kirkpatrick 
 
Becca: So back to solitary? 
 
Jordyn: no Becca go back to your duties 
 
Becca: Yes captain. -leaves- 
 
Kevin: Kirkpatrick. Make your move now dude while she's in a good mood. 
 
Chris: i can't because of the rules. i just found out about them 
 
Kevin: Fuck the rules. Just do it. 
 
-Chris sighs and looks at the captain- 
 
Jordyn: I'm going to have a talk with the star fleet council about the rules being 
changed 



 
Brian: Oh! Leto and Kronos gave me a message to give to Chris. 'good luck 
taming her' 
 
-Chris blushes and leaves, leaving Brian in charge- 
 
Chris: Becca? 
 
Becca: yeah? 
 
-Chris takes a deep breath, walking straight up to her and kissing her hard- 
 
inner Chris: don't kill me 
 
Inner Becca: What the fuck? It's strange. But I like it. 
 
-Chris puts his hands on her hips- 
 
-Becca is a little surprised at first but then she places her hands on his face and 
kisses him back- 
 
Inner Becca; I don't understand. Why am I feeling this? 
 
-Chris pulls away- 
 
Chris: I'm in love with you and want you to be my girlfriend -he says it really 
quickly- 



 
Becca; I've heard that before. I'm not sure whether or not to believe you. Then 
again what have I got to lose? 
 
Chris: no like I really love you and want the best for you 
 
Becca; I'm holding you to your word on that. 
 
Chris: trust me -Chris pulls her into his quarters shutting the door and kissing 
her again- 
 
-meanwhile- 
 
Jordyn: Lt. Bass i have something to report to you in the rec room 
 
Lance; Yes Captain. -goes into the rec room- 
 
-Jordyn shuts the door making sure it was locked- 
 
Lance; Captain? 
 
Jordyn: two things. One, i finally found out what my species is about and have it 
on recorded. I'll put it into the computer. Two, a few of the kings sons are going 
to be joining the academy 
 
Lance: That's wonderful news. 
 



-jeopardy walks up and holds onto Lance's hands- 
 
Jordyn: i missed my Lt. did he miss me? 
 
Lance; Yes I missed you. 
 
Jordyn: saying that gets you sex 
 
Lance; That too. But really I did miss having you around. 
 
Jordyn: yeah it was weird not having you following me like a puppy 
 
Lance: Woof. 
 
-Jordyn kisses him pushing him onto the couch. she pulls off her shirt lying 
down on top of him- 
 
Jordyn: meow 
 
Lance; -sexy growl before pulling off shirt and pants- 
 
-Jordyn moans and bucks her hips against Lance's crotch- 
 
Jordyn: i can see you really did miss me -rubs his bulge- 
 
-Lance kisses her moving his hands down to her pants and pulling them off- 
 



-Jordyn sits up working on her bra strap- 
 
Jordyn: oh wait the hooks in front 
 
Lance: I'll do it 
 
-Jordyn presses out her chest for him grinning- 
 
-Lance unhooks the bra and lets it fall to the ground before kissing her boobs- 
 
Lance: Help me out of my underwear please? 
 
-Jordyn pins him to the couch pulling them off. she kisses down his body licking 
up his shaft- 
 
*boing* 
 
-Jordyn puts him fully into her mouth- 
 
Lance: Fuck yes! 
 
-she moves up and down her hand on his chest- 
 
Lance; Oh my god that's good! 
 
-she smiles and swallows- 
 



Lance; More Jordyn more. 
 
-she obeys- 
 
-out comes a little bit of precum- 
 
-she licks it up then moves up his body kissing him- 
 
Jordyn: now my undies? 
 
Lance: Yes of course. -he grins and rips them off- 
 
-Jordyn lies down on his body kissing him more running her hand down his 
face- 
 
Lance: You are amazing you know that? 
 
Jordyn: so are you -she keeps kissing him- 
 
-she puts her hand on the back of his neck playing with his hair with her 
fingers- 
 
Lance; grand finale? 
 
-Jordyn smiles and pushes down onto him gasping- 
 
Jordyn: oh 



 
Lance: Oh yeah. Fuck yes! 
 
-she keeps kissing him and moves up and down fast- 
 
Jordyn; oh shit 
 
Inner Lance:I'm glad I've been taking those pills every week. 
 
Lance: So damn good. 
 
-Jordyn moans and sits up still moving- 
 
Jordyn: fuck yes 
 
-a few minutes later- 
 
Lance; Want me to cum inside or outside? 
 
Jordyn: fuck. on me 
 
-she's close- 
 
-Lance pulls himself out and comes in thick spurts all over Jordyn. 
 
-Jordyn grits her teeth rubbing herself and spraying on him- 
 



Lance; Damn girl. I love it when you do that. 
 
-Jordyn smiles and runs her finger through Lance's cum and sucks it off her 
finger- 
 
Jordyn: well i know its sterile cause it ain't salty 
 
Lance; hehehehe. 
 
-Jordyn lies down back on Lance and they get nice and sticky- 
 
-meanwhile with Chris and Becca- 
 
Chris: what do we do now? 
 
Becca; You're a good kisser. 
 
Chris: yeah lots have said that 
 
-Becca's barely there. uniform is askew and looks like it's gonna fall off- 
 
-Chris pushes her onto the bed- 
 
Becca; Someone's got hormone overload. 
 
-Chris shrugs and straddles her lap- 
 



Chris: so what do we do now? 
 
Becca: I don't think I have any room since it looks like you've already got your 
mind made up. 
 
Chris: what do you want to do? I'll do what you want I'm not in charge here 
 
Becca: Fuck me. Neither of us have had sex in god knows how long. I don't know 
about your kind but humans kinda need sex.  
 
-Chris kisses her and pulls off her uniform which was about to come off soon. he 
pulls his shirt off- 
 
Becca; I just noticed you've got pointy ears. 
 
Chris: you are drop dead sexy and yes i have pointy ears 
 
-he feels them- 
 
Becca; The me form ten years ago would have thought they were cute. Now I 
just think they're drop dead sexy. -rips off his pants and boxers- 
 
-Chris pushes her up the bed and digs through his dresser drawer finding a pill- 
 
Chris: Jc's magic sterilization pill 
 
Becca; Those things are on a lot of ships. Jc developed them when he was at the 



academy for frisky students. 
 
Chris: sweet. -he take it and gets back on Becca rubbing her chest- firm 
 
Becca: And real. 
 
Chris: how can they be fake? 
 
Becca; They don't have plastic surgery where you're from? 
 
Chris: nope everyone stays the way they are 
 
Becca: Not on earth. A lot of women pay big bucks to have silicone pumped into 
their chests. And sometime their asses. 
 
Chris: wow -he pushes her legs apart and puts his lips right there- 
 
Becca: Hot damn! 
 
-he keeps doing that till he is hard from rubbing himself against the bed. then he 
pushes into her and starts fucking like crazy- 
 
Chris: shit 
 
Becca: Oh my god. Keep it up. Faster. 
 
-he moves faster and grabs her hips groaning- 



 
Chris: fuck. your hot 
 
Becca; Same for you. dear god you're good! 
 
-a few minutes later Becca cums screaming.- 
 
-Chris gasps and cums too- 
 
Becca; That was the best sex I've had in years. 
 
Chris: same here -he pulls out and lies down next to her- are you gonna be okay? 
 
Becca; I'm fine. Why? 
 
Chris: well i just wanted to make sure your not angry any more 
 
Becca; Chris. Sex isn't going to cure my anger. I'm always going to be angry. But 
it's like what Jordyn said. I need to learn to control it. 
 
Chris: wow your finally understanding it -he snuggles up to her rubbing her 
stomach- Jordyn will be happy 
 
Becca: I guess. I can't get over what happened though. And I'll still fight with 
anyone who offers. Just so we're clear. 
 
Chris: I'm just happy i can be with you without being scared shit-less 



 
Becca; That's only in the bed room Chris. One we leave your room or mine I go 
back to being your superior and you go back to being a corporal. 
 
Chris: fine. can we stay in here a bit? -he sucks on her ear lobe- 
 
Becca; Sure. I don't have any more duties for the day. 
 
-meanwhile Jordyn goes back to her chair and stares out the window watching 
as they go at light speed- 
 
-Lance comes up next to her- 
 
Lance; How are you feeling captain? 
 
Jordyn: fine. i just don't see anything else we can do for a long time 
 
-alarms go off- 
 
Jordyn: what is it?! 
 
-she stands up- 
 
Kevin; CAPTIAN WE'RE UNDER ATTACK! ENEMY SHIP AHEAD! 
 
Jordyn: god damn it. Lt. Bass get Lt. Cerridwyn to her post everyone get to your 
stations! 



 
-Jordyn gets on the intercom- 
 
Lance; YES MA'AM! 
 
Jordyn: corporal Kirkpatrick you are needed at the bridge asap 
 
-Becca runs to the bridge her uniform still a little off but on nonetheless- 
 
Jordyn: Littrell, go into the back and keep an eye on all the ships functions 
 
-Chris runs up and takes the wheel- 
 
Becca: ORDERS CAPTAIN! 
 
Jordyn: first of all get this damn ship out of light speed Kirkpatrick 
 
Chris: yes ma'am -it comes to an abrupt halt and there are two ships ahead of 
them- 
 
Jordyn: Lt Bass are you getting a signal from the other ship? 
 
Jordyn: we fire only when we are fired at 
 
Lance: Yes. The larger of the two are sending a signal. They seem to want to 
talk to us. 
 



Jordyn: put them on screen -she walks to the front window and puts her hands 
behind her back, face blank- 
 
-a man appears on the screen. He looks like he was once a member of star fleet- 
 
Jordyn: Commander Jones? why are there two of your star fleets in our path? -
her fingers twitch behind her back- 
 
Jones: I am no longer a member of star fleet Miss Wood. You know that already. 
Remember? I was relived of my duties with dishonorable discharge when you 
were still in the academy. Look at you. All grown up. 
 
Jordyn: yes now a commander of my own fleet. but why do you have two star 
ships blocking us and ready to fire any second? 
 
Jones; Jordyn my dear you remember what I did after I left. I stole some of 
start fleet ships and took some of my loyal members with me. I would have 
offered to let you come along but I needed to jet. This is merely a supply hunt 
for my crew. Now surrender or we'll have no choice but to shoot. 
 
Jordyn: i looked up to you ya know. your the person who convinced me to join 
the academy 
 
Jones; Yes. A young girl with so much promise. all of you were. Lance was one 
of my brightest pupils and I've never seen combat skills like Rebecca's. but 
you...You we're nothing like the rest. 
 



Jordyn: what do you want with supplies? 
 
Jones; For the obvious reasons of food and such. And also to stockpile so we can 
launch a mass attack on star fleet. 
 
Jordyn: how was i like none of the others...? 
 
Jordyn: i got the same grades as many other commanders 
 
Jones; You had it all. You had something else that the others didn't hold a 
candle too. You we're a leader by nature. You hardly needed teaching at all. 
Many students need to have everything taught to them. Others are like 
diamonds who need to be cut and polished. You though didn't need any of it. You 
just needed to be set. 
 
Jordyn: ever since i heard of you and what you did with star fleet, how you set 
it off to where it is today, i learn from you before i ever went to the academy 
 
Jones: I'm flattered. But enough small talk. Will you surrender? Or will I have to 
have my crew board you ship? 
 
Jordyn: why turn your back on us?! it hurt me when i heard you 'left' and i 
never got to see where you were going. you broke my heart - first love i had - 
and you just left without even a note to me -her face falls- 
 
Jones; Jordyn dear. I had to leave. You know how star fleet works. After I 
bended the rules to complete a mission the tops decided that I just had to go. I 



would have taken you but I couldn't bear to see a student of mine suffer like me. 
Please understand I wanted to take you with me but I couldn't risk your future. 
 
Jordyn: now your turning your back on us, on me 
 
Jones; No. I'm simply getting justice by my own means. Now answer my 
question. Surrender? 
 
Jordyn: i........... -Jordyn, for once in her entire career, wasn't able to choose- i 
still love you -that was under her breath- 
 
-she looks at the ground- 
 
inner Jordyn: i have many to think about here, but its my heart...................... 
 
Jordyn: now i know why they don't want people to get into these type of 
relationships. it interferes with your judgment and will affect many lives. 
 
Jones; I can see you're pondering the options. Very good. I'll give you some time 
to think it over. 
 
-the screen shuts off and everyone there stares at her like she's nut- 
 
Lance; You had a fling with Jones? 
 
Jordyn: yes and i haven't forgotten about him. we started dating about a month 
after i joined 



 
Becca; Teacher-student relationships. I know those all too well. 
 
Chris: you have to say no we can't let him attack star fleet! 
 
Kevin; And who's to say he won't kill us once we surrender if we do? 
 
Jordyn: when he just left i couldn't stand it. the rule about no relationships 
started up and i agreed with it, but i always kept thinking about Jones when 
they asked me to become a commander 
 
-Jordyn walks back to her chair- 
 
Jordyn: i have to choose between my heart our my brain and they are both vital 
organs 
 
Becca: Captain. This isn't the Jones you knew. He's changed. He's not the 
teacher we had who saved our butts from horrible fates but he's a madman now. 
It's plain to see. Dear god I sound so weird now. 
 
Jordyn: i just............ god i still see the man who taught me how to be like i am 
now! god and he cares about me, he didn't want me to end my future. And i can't 
let him end his -Jordyn walks over to the beaming deck- Kirkpatrick i order you 
to beam me to the other ship! 
 
-Lance wasn't going to let that happen- 
 



Lance; You do that and he'll kill you on the spot! i can't let you do this! 
 
Jordyn: I'm the only one who can reason with him. Kirkpatrick beam me! 
 
Lance: No! 
 
Chris: um..... -he starts putting in the coordinates- 
 
-Lance turns to Chris- 
 
Lance; Corporal do not do this! 
 
Chris: um................ 
 
-Jordyn pulls out her gun and points it at Lance- 
 
Jordyn: i am your commander and i am doing this to save my damn crew and 
the rest of star fleet. now i order you to back down! 
 
Lance: I......-sighs- Be careful Jordyn. 
 
-Chris beams her as she puts her gun back- 
 
-on the other ship- 
 
Minion: Captain Jones. The captain from the other ship is here. 
 



Jones; Oh fantastic. Bring her here. 
 
-the minion brings her- 
 
Jordyn: Jones 
 
Jones; Hello Jordyn. -smiles- 
 
Jordyn: i want to talk to you in private 
 
Jordyn: your minion took my gun away 
 
Jones: Of course. You may go now private. -nods to the minion who leaves- 
 
Jordyn: i wanted to tell you how much i missed you -she leans against a wall- 
 
Jones; I missed you too. I can't believe how much you've grown. In more ways 
than one. 
 
-she smiles- 
 
Jordyn: i don't want to surrender, but you know how much i hate fighting 
 
-she was always protesting whenever they went into battle- 
 
Jones; Always the pacifist. that was probably your only flaw if you had any. You 
know what I told you and your classmates when ever we had to go into combat 



and during training. 
 
Jordyn: but my views still stood strong -she walks up to him her face below his 
a bit- when i got my own crew i choose to avoid battle as much as possible, and 
no one has died 
 
Jones: Well it looks like my beliefs have been contradicted. I imagine it drives 
Miss Cerridwyn out of her mind. 
 
-Jordyn nods her head chuckling- 
 
Jordyn: i remember that day when you bent the rules. one of our missions while 
we were still in the academy. you saved my life -she puts her hand on his chest- 
did they ever find out about us? 
 
Jones; I imagine that it's one of the reasons I was asked to leave. Even if the 
rule was not in existent romantic relationships between a teacher and their 
pupils. It has always been taboo in most cultures. 
 
Jordyn: relationships like that have been made so you will be forced to leave if 
you are caught. its against the rules. i believed it too cause of how much my 
heart was aching when you just left................. -she moves her hand down his 
chest a bit- 
 
-she looks at the ground- 
 
Jones; You're so young. I would hate to see you're future destroyed. I had my 



chance and lost it. You still have a chance. Use it well. 
 
Jordyn: i can't choose between you and my crew. please just let us go and i will 
forget all about this. -she looks up and leans in a bit her lips just barley touching 
his, her eyes pleading with him- please David 
 
Jones: Go. Forget my face. 
 
-she kisses him- 
 
inner Jordyn: god i know i can't let him just go and attack another fleet. 
 
Jones; Go now. Your ship is likely to be worried sick about you. And Cerridwyn 
is likely ready to fire at any moment and beat the living daylights out of me. 
 
Jordyn: just David think about this. -she pulls away and smiles- i still love you, 
haven't been able to forget about you and i really don't think i ever will 
 
Jones: Try to though. I no longer play an important role in your life. I've never 
had a thought that didn't have you in it. But please Jordyn. you need to forget 
me. Now go! 
 
-Jordyn steps back but then the ship is shot at and Jordyn stumbles forward 
and Jones catches her- 
 
-Jones gets angry- 
 



Jones; What in the hell!? 
 
Jordyn: David i told them not to fire and i didn't put Becca in charge! 
 
Jordyn: my second in command is Lt. Bass...................... -Jordyn's face falls as 
the screen flickers up and lance is standing there- 
 
-Jones and Jordyn still were pressed together- 
 
Lance; That was a warning shot. Return our captain now or I will have no 
choice but to.....What is this? 
 
-Jones holds Jordyn tightly to his chest- 
 
-Jordyn is sort of speechless- 
 
Jones: Your captain is alive and well James. But you won't be. ALL UNITS FIRE 
AT WILL! 
 
Jordyn: NO! -but they start shooting- 
 
-Jones grabs Jordyn and kisses her. Lance growls and the screen shuts off- 
 
Jordyn; David you said- 
 
Jones; It's too late now Jordyn. I have to defend my crew. Stay with me. 
 



-Jordyn was too stunned to really do anything at that moment- 
 
Jordyn: i........... i................ 
 
Jones: Get to my quarters. There's an escape pod near it if it comes to that. 
 
inner Jordyn: damn it Bass how could you? 
 
-Jones pushes Jordyn out of the room as many people flood in to start fighting- 
 
-Jordyn stands out in the hall and she holds herself crying- 
 
inner Jordyn: god what do i do?! 
 
-meanwhile on the other ship Lance is pissed off that Jordyn would cheat on 
him- 
 
Lance; I don't believe this. She just wanted to be with that madman! 
 
Becca; Lance chill. She still cares about you. She just needed to get Jones to 
listen! -she's at the gun station returning fire to the second ship- 
 
Becca; DANCE YOU LITTLE FUCKERS! HAHAHAHAHA! YIPPY KAI YA! 
 
-Chris was shaking as he was at the wheel- 
 
AJ; It's too late now. These guy aren't going to stop until one of us is blown to 



bits. 
 
Nick: Need you state the obvious!? I just want my sister to live! 
 
Howie: its either them with our captain on it or its us 
 
-meanwhile back on the other ship- 
 
Minion: they aren't backing down sir 
 
Jones: Keep firing! 
 
Jones; If it's a fight to the death they want... 
 
-Jordyn is stumbling down the halls as the ship rocks- 
 
Jones: then it's what they'll get. 
 
Jordyn: god what am i going to do?! either the guy i dated in academy then he 
left or its the guy who I'm now dating, if i am anymore 
 
Jordyn: ugh David didn't want me to ruin my future so he left without telling me 
anything. shows he loves me, but now i have Lance who is now trying to kill me 
-she is sent flying against a wall when the ship is hit, where she hits her head 
and it cuts open- 
 
Jordyn: fuck! 



 
-a man runs down the hall and sees her. he watches as her wound heals and he 
freaks running to the bridge- 
 
Minion: captain captain! 
 
Jones: WHAT! 
 
Minion: that captain from the other ship, i don't think she's human 
 
Minion: i just saw her bash her head when we got shot at, and i saw metal and 
her skin healed over instantly. Like an android or something! 
 
Jones; Strange. I'll take care of it later. Now get back to firing! 
 
-minion nods and keeps firing- 
 
Inner Jones; Androids are only going to spell ruin for all of us. I can't let this 
happen. -he leaves- 
 
-meanwhile Jordyn is rubbing the back of her head- 
 
Jordyn: that's what i get for having Becca on my ship 
 
-meanwhile on the other ship- 
 
Becca; OH YEAH! HEADSHOT! 



 
Chris: Becca is scaring me 
 
Howie: she is all of us Chris 
 
-back on evil ship- 
 
Jones; Jordyn? Are you alright? I was told that you were hurt. 
 
Jordyn: yeah i just hit my head 
 
inner Jordyn: he does care........................ 
 
Jones: Hold still for a moment... 
 
-he grabs her arm quickly and slashes her arm. Jordyn screams out in pain. He 
watches with horror and disgust at what he sees- 
 
Jones: So the private was right. You are a android... A FILTHY ANDRIOD! A 
ROBOT! 
 
Jordyn: what?! I'm not a robot! 
 
-he won't listen- 
 
Jones; YOU ARE! YOU FLITH! GET OUT! 
 



-Jordyn growls- 
 
Jordyn; and your going to get rid of me like that?! 
 
Jones; I will. Go back to your ship and try to beat me. I dare you. 
 
-Jordyn kicks her foot into his gut. he hits the wall hard and slides down- 
 
Jordyn: fuck you. the one thing i didn't like about you... you never accepted 
other species 
 
Jones: Ugh. 
 
Jordyn: you know flying around and checking out new planets, i found one that 
is just like earth 
 
-Jones is too wounded to answer- 
 
Jordyn: long time ago, humans lived on one earth, but this new species evolved 
and they left the planet. they go to this new one and they are now called 
Adamantians 
 
-Jordyn bends down looking him in the face- 
 
Jordyn: a family left and went back to earth, my real parents. i didn't find out to 
a while ago but I'm a Adamantian 
 



Jordyn: and i think that is what this metal on my bones are. now what do you 
have to say? 
 
Jones; Jordyn............. 
 
-those are the last words Jones hears as he blacks out- 
 
inner Jordyn: do i kill him or turn him in? 
 
-Jordyn stands up and with tears in her eyes swings her legs around kicking his 
head so hard it flies off of his neck- 
 
Jordyn: oh my god -as she watches his head rolls across the floor and his body 
falls over bleeding out- 
 
-Jordyn picks up his gun and runs to the bridge- 
 
Jordyn: EVERYONE STOP! 
 
-The minions pull out their guns but they see blood on her uniform and they 
pause for a moment before another rattle from one of Becca's shots sends them 
toppling- 
 
Jordyn: i just killed your captain so listen to me now! 
 
-they stop and look at her- 
 



Jordyn; you can shoot me all you want and i won't die. I'm a new kind of human 
species, Adamantian. now i want your engineer person to send a signal over to 
the other ship. i want to talk to them -she is growling- 
 
-one of the higher up minions starts getting to work. the shots stop and the 
screen flickers back up- 
 
Jordyn: LT. BASS?! 
 
Lance; Captain. 
 
-she was pissed off and he sees the blood on her clothes- 
 
Jordyn: HOW DARE YOU DISOBEY MY ORDERS! 
 
Lance; AND HOW DARE YOU BETRAY ME! YOU COULD HAVE BEEN KILLED 
AND WE HADN'T HEARD BACK FROM YOU IN NEARLY HALF AN HOUR! THEN 
WHEN I TRY TO CONTACT YOU I FIND YOU FORNICATEING WITH HIM! 
 
-Lance looks mad.....obviously- 
 
Jordyn: I TOLD YOU NEVER TO JUMP TO CONCLUSIONS! time after time i give 
orders that you are to follow and now you nearly killed me 
 
Jordyn: you tried to kill innocent men who didn't know what they really were 
doing 
 



Jordyn: YOU DISOBEYED ME AND NEARLY KILLED US ALL! 
 
Becca; That was my bad actually. I was the one who fired. Sorry -ducks out of 
sight- 
 
Lance; I didn't want you hurt! 
 
Jordyn: BUT THEN YOU ENDED UP HURTING MY HEART! -she wipes her tears 
from her eyes quickly not wanting her crew to see her in an emotional state- I'll 
be back soon enough. Kevin and Joey lock up the Lt.'s in are prison cell and do 
not let them out. -Becca and Lance gasp- Corporal Kirkpatrick is now in charge 
until I return -with that she disappears- 
 
Chris: yes ma'am. Fatone and Richardson you heard her. place those two under 
arrest 
 
Kevin; Yes sir. 
 
Joey: yes sir -he spins Lance around hand cuffing him and leading him away- 
 
-Kevin does the same with Becca- 
 
Inner AJ: Chris doesn't want to do this but he has to. this is gonna be hard on 
him. 
 
-Chris goes and sits in the captains chair sort of smiling- 
 



Chris: this is fun. okay Brian i think it is best we stay here until we hear from 
our commander. -his face falls and he's sad- 
 
-everyone else is silent- 
 
Inner Becca; Well it's like I thought. I really am nobody and prison is my home. 
 
-meanwhile on evil ship Jordyn is making them fly back to the nearest star fleet 
station- 
 
-when she gets there they all are place under arrest and Jordyn explains what 
has happened to the general- 
 
General: Well I'm very disappointed in you. i would have thought you could 
control yourself and your crew better. 
 
Jordyn: i understand now General why you placed that relationship law 
 
-she hangs her head her hands clasps behind her back- 
 
General: Yes. It is unfortunate but necessary. -he looks at her sympathetically.- 
But.... 
 
Jordyn: but? i was the one who made the law happen because of my relationship 
with David, i mean Jones 
 
-she looks up confused- 



 
General: The truth is Commander Wood that we had been experiencing similar 
incidents on other ships long before you and Jones became involved with each 
other. Yours was merely the straw that broke the camels back. But with every 
law there is a loophole. 
 
Jordyn: i don't understand sir. it was made so you don't have to choose between 
your heart and your mind, right? i am a psychiatrist 
 
General: Yes. But if for some reason one of you were to leave star fleet and 
simply become a passenger then the relationship would be perfectly 
understandable. 
 
Jordyn: wait so privates can have a relationship but not us? 
 
General: Passengers. Not privates. 
 
Jordyn: sir i don't want to loose my job as commander of my ship. -she says it 
quietly but she is final on it- 
 
General: You won't 
 
Jordyn: even if that means i................. i can't be with my Lt 
 
General: From what I've seen this law has caused more casualties then before it 
was put into place. And it doesn't seem to be doing anyone any good. I'll take it 
up with counsel and see what I can do. 



 
Jordyn: yes sir. i am a psychiatrist and i understand why the law was placed 
but i think it has made more heart breaks then intended. may i return to my 
ship? -before she does the general wishes for her to come with him to this big 
star fleet meeting that is being held. there he gives her the ranking of major, 
and wishes for once she gets back to make her Lt.'s captains for their bravery- 
 
Jordyn: thank you sir -she hesitates but salutes him- 
 
General: Live long and prosper. -he's Vulcan- 
 
-she leaves and goes to a beaming place where they get the coordinates to her 
ship. she is sent back and arrives. her shirt is now, instead of red, white with 
black pants. each rank has a different color shirt- 
 
-Lt. are blue and captains are red. corporals are orange- 
 
-Becca's still in jail- 
 
-same with Lance- 
 
Chris: captain your back! -everyone on the bridge stands- 
 
Jordyn: that's major to you corporal 
 
-they see her shirt- 
 



Nick: So how did it go sis? 
 
Jordyn: very well. everyone on that ship have been arrested, except for Jones 
 
-she is mostly over him- 
 
Howie: I'm glad your alive 
 
Kevin: Any orders? 
 
Jordyn: thank you. yes put her back in light speed so we may continue on our 
course 
 
Chris: yes ma'am 
 
-he pushes Brian out of the way sending him to the engine room- 
 
-Major Wood sits down in her chair- 
 
Nick; Chris dude what's gotten into you? 
 
Joey: commander? what do you want me to do with the prisoners? 
 
Jordyn: keep them there until i say. stand guard -Joey nods and leaves. Jordyn 
sighs- 
 
Jordyn: ain't it great to be back? -she is sarcastic- 



 
AJ: It's been hard on all of us. 
 
Inner AJ; -looks at Chris- some more than others. 
 
-Chris was trying to focus on driving but had Becca on his mind- 
 
-later that day Jordyn sends Chris to his quarters to rest and he puts Brian in 
charge- 
 
-Jordyn heads down to the prisoner cell sending Joey to go eat something. he 
smiles and runs to the mess hall to hang with Justin- 
 
-Jordyn goes inside the cell and they eye her new change of clothes- 
 
Becca: Like the new look. 
 
-Lance says nothing- 
 
Jordyn: i was made a major for what i did, what i sacrificed on the ship. general 
feels sympathy for me i guess 
 
Jordyn: I'm here to relieve you of your ranks 
 
Becca; Everyone likes you. And it's no surprise. I'll pack my stuff. you can drop 
me off wherever. 
 



Lance; Yes...Major. 
 
Jordyn: here if your new uniforms -tosses the red clothes at each of them- 
 
Becca; Wait....There's something wrong here. These are captains clothes.... 
 
Lance; There must be some mistake. 
 
Jordyn: the General gave me orders to make you captains... despite the fact that 
if you two just waited a while longer i would have left the ship and we would 
have continued on with out journey -she grumbles it- 
 
Becca; I was following orders from him. -jerks her thumb at Lance- But thanks -
walks out and back to her quarters- 
 
Lance; She's right. I was the one who ordered her to fire. 
 
-Jordyn turns to leave- 
 
Jordyn: i knew she was bluffing on the screen 
 
Lance; Forgive me. I was to hasty. 
 
Jordyn: you are to stay in prison for the rest of the week 
 
Lance; yes Major. 
 



Jordyn: you disobeyed orders still and nearly killed your crew and the 
commander 
 
Lance: I'm well aware of that. You don't need to tell me again. 
 
-Jordyn leaves shutting the door- Jordyn: -through the door- i will have corporal 
Timberlake make you a special dinner every night worthy of a commander -she 
leaves- 
 
Lance; Thank you. 
 
-Becca comes out onto the bridge in her red uniform.- 
 
Becca; Ya'll miss me? 
 
-Chris runs over to her about to kiss her but instead salutes- 
 
Chris: sorry i had to do that captain 
 
Becca; You idiot. -grabs him by the back of the head and kisses him hard-  
 
-Chris grabs her hips kissing her back. Jordyn sits down in her chair- 
 
Jordyn; at ease! 
 
AJ: GET A ROOM! 
 



-Becca pulls away- 
 
Becca; It's not that I don't understand the rules. Now ask me if I care? 
 
Jordyn: you both have jobs to do here and now get back to work! 
 
Becca: yeah yeah -sits down and gets to work- 
 
Jordyn: the General will give me an update when he ends the meeting with the 
counsel about the matter. until then you two will not touch each other 
 
Chris: poop -he goes back to the wheel- 
 
AJ: Since when has that stopped those two? 
 
Jordyn: Kirkpatrick i thought i told you to rest a while ago? 
 
Chris: i wasn't tired ma'am. i just like being behind the wheel again 
 
Kevin: The boy is a workaholic! 
 
Jordyn; very well 
 
-Jordyn sits back- 
 
-one week later- 
 



-over the course of that week Chris and Becca have spent every chance they got 
to fuck each other like rabbits- 
 
Lance; It's good to be out I must say. 
 
-the General calls via screen- 
 
Nick: What's going on? 
 
Brian: How should i know? 
 
Jordyn: its the General i was expecting this. Lance let him through -she walks to 
the screen- 
 
Lance: Yes Major. -allows him through- 
 
Jordyn: General -she salutes- 
 
General: Major Wood. I have good news. 
 
Jordyn: how did the meeting go sir? 
 
General: As of now the law prohibiting relationships between crew members is 
no more. 
 
-Rebecca jumps for joy and tackles Chris- 
 



Jordyn: that is very good sir. anything else? 
 
General; No. I just wanted you to know. Now i should go. i have no intention of 
watching the show being put on... on your floor. Live long and prosper. -screen 
goes blank- 
 
Jordyn: that was a good... dear god you two -watches as Becca rips off Chris's 
shirt- ugh I'll be in my quarters if anyone needs me -she leaves quickly- 
 
AJ: I've said it before and I'll say it again. GET A ROOM! 
 
Nick; Someone get a video recording device! Amateur porn! 
 
Chris: come on Becca -pushes her off of him and stands up- 
 
Becca; later guys -drags Chris to her room- 
 
Howie: thank god 
 
Lance; Ugh. Alright Brian. Full speed ahead. 
 
-he leaves and finds Jordyn lying on her bed staring at the ceiling- 
 
Lance; It's safe to come out now. Chris and Becca have gone to his room. 
 
Jordyn: i did kiss him once, before i was going to leave. he wanted me to forget 
about him despite both of us always thought about each other 



 
Lance: I see. 
 
Jordyn: i fell into him when you guys shot at us if your wondering. And he 
kissed me. I kind of didn't know what was going on. It happened too fast 
 
Lance: Oh... 
 
-Jordyn stands up- 
 
Jordyn: anything else Captain? 
 
Lance: Just one more thing. Will you forgive me? And maybe take me back? 
 
-Jordyn sighs- 
 
Jordyn: you cost us our lives Lance just because you didn't trust me..................... 
 
Lance; I understand that. My actions were dangerous and hasty.  
 
Jordyn: ugh your acting all solider too 
 
-she falls back onto her bed putting her hands on her stomach- 
 
Lance; Jordyn I'm sorry. You were right. I just want you to forgive me. If you 
don't take me back I won't blame you but please forgive me. 
 



Jordyn: i do forgive you. I'm just wondering why you aren't assertive 
 
Lance; I have always been the follower. Never the leader. I have become 
accustomed to it. But it's no excuse I know. 
 
Jordyn: Lance you follow me when you are my second in command. but its not 
like that right in here -motions around in her room- its your choice you make it 
 
Lance; I can't decide whether or not you'll take me back. But at least let me do 
this. -goes over and sits down next to her on the bed kissing her- 
 
inner Jordyn: he is a twit 
 
-she sighs pulling away- 
 
-Lance stands up- 
 
Jordyn: Lance i want you back! 
 
Lance: Thank you 
 
Jordyn: don't you get the hints here? I'm trying to make you use your dick more 
and be a man man 
 
Jordyn: like i miss you i want you back then you kiss me hard pinning me to the 
bed. THAT assertive ya dimwit 
 



-Before she can say more Lance has his shirt on the floor and is pinning her to 
the bed kissing her violently- 
 
-Jordyn kisses him back pulling at her shirt- 
 
Jordyn: fuck yes. i want to see you pushing me around more in the bedroom. 
 
Lance; We never got enough of that did we? -pulls off is pants and boxers- 
 
-she works at her pants while he sucks on her neck- 
 
Jordyn: Mmm i love your tongue 
 
-Lance reaches out and pops one of the Jc anti-baby pills- 
 
Lance; i love the inside of your mouth. 
 
-Jordyn pulls Lance's lips to hers and she sucks on his tongue- 
 
-Pulling her pants and underwear all the way off he slams into her- 
 
-Jordyn gasps and grabs the sheets- 
 
Jordyn: ah fuck yeah 
 
-Lance moves faster and harder panting- 
 



-Jordyn grabs the sheets bucking her hips and moaning- 
 
Lance: Damn this is good! 
 
Jordyn: ah fuck me fuck me fuck me 
 
Lance; You're so tight. God fuck yes! 
 
-she drops her head back as Lance begins to play with her nipples- 
 
Jordyn: more lance more 
 
Lance; Alright. -rubs her nipples harder still moving fast and hard- 
 
Jordyn: shit I'm gonna cum 
 
-he leans down sucking on her nipples- 
 
Lance; nearly there! -with a loud moan muffled by sucking he cums- 
 
-Jordyn grits her teeth spraying. she lies on the bed motionless and feeling limp- 
 
Jordyn: oh yeah 
 
Lance; That was amazing. -this is also muffled by mouth full of nipple- 
 
-Jordyn runs her hand through his hair- 



 
Jordyn: it will take a while for me to forget about David 
 
Jordyn: but i love someone else now and he's dead 
 
Lance; Who was he? -full mouth no more- I didn't know him that much 
 
Jordyn: he was a great teacher and boyfriend but he became a real nut case 
after he left the academy. being kicked out i guess he just went coo-coo and 
wanted revenge 
 
Jordyn: but i didn't see it until he thought i was a robot and cut my arm open 
 
Lance: I'm sorry to hear that. 
 
Jordyn: I'm fine. i healed. well my heart will take a while but your here 
 
Lance; Thanks. 
 
-meanwhile Becca screams at her climax and Joey groans as he cums into 
Justin's ass. yeah they liked each other- 
 
Jordyn: love you 
 
Lance; Love you too. 
 
AJ: -SINGING- LOVE IS IN THE AIR! LOVE IS IN THE AIR! 



 
 
-Jordyn got pregnant. Lance didn't take Jc's anti-baby pill. he took an ibuprofen- 
 
inner Jc: remind me to make the pill for guys a bright blue 
 
-she had the kid while on star fleet and raised it there with Lance- 
 
-Joey and Justin hooked up- 
 
-AJ did eventually hook up with a girl from Joey's planet- 
 
-Chris and Becca married- 
 
-she had triplets- 
 
-everyone else lived happily ever after- 
 
-Brian hooked up with Leto- 
 
-and the brothers soon joined the fleet and became Lt.'s on Jordyn's ship- 
 
THE END or EL FIN! 


